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Executive power comprehends those aspects of the organisation and administration of society 
which are, at any given time, regarded as properly a matter of governmental responsibility. 
Understanding as to what matters are properly regarded as the responsibility of government 
has changed over time, however such matters have always included the maintenance of 
external and internal security, the promotion of law and order, and the keeping of the peace. 
Consequently, the operations of the police are accepted as responsibilities of the executive 
government. Idealistically, police and policing should be performed by highly qualified 
individuals, supported by the best tools and resources, discharged with the highest 
professional standards that produce good and accountable managerial results that best serve 
the people. Paradoxical as it may seem for a programme-heralding performance, New Public 
Management (NPM) is unable to provide adequate information on its own performance over 
a twenty-year period. Hypotheses specific to national experiences are too few and too 
‘parochial’ since they lack comparative relevance. More specifically, no comparison could be 
found on the implementation of NPM on national state police vehicle fleet fuel usage systems 
around the World. More specifically, Government departments in the Republic of South 
Africa do not have access to unlimited funds and therefore have to manage allocated financial 
resources effectively and efficiently. The South African Police Service (SAPS) overspent its 
fuel, oil, and lubricant budget by almost R1.1 billion South African Rand, over the last six (6) 
years. The current study contributes new knowledge to the NPM theoretical framework by 
providing adequate information for a comparative national police vehicle fleet fuel usage 
system, which is a world first. More specifically, the study asked: (i) What are the general 
vehicle fuel and oil management knowledge of a representative sample of all station 
commanders in the SAPS? (ii) What are the specific SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management 
vii 
 
policy knowledge of a representative sample of all station commanders in the SAPS? (iii) 
What are the thoughts of SAPS station commanders concerning the behaviour of SAPS 
officials under their control with regards to effective and efficient SAPS vehicle fuel and oil 
usage? (iv) What attitudes do SAPS officials have towards effective and efficient SAPS 
vehicle fuel and oil usage according to a representative sample of all station commanders in 
the SAPS? Two valid and reliable measuring instruments were developed and administered to 
a representative sample (359/1135) of all station commanders in the SAPS: a) A 20-item 
SAPS fuel and oil management knowledge test; and b) A 19-item self-report perception 
questionnaire that measures SAPS fuel and oil management perceptions of SAPS station 
commanders. The study amongst others found that SAPS station commanders believe that 
police officials do not find it important to treat state vehicles the same way as they treat their 
private vehicles. The study also found that the SAPS station commanders, in general, did not 
have a 100% knowledge base (memory) (as required by SAPS Top Management) of SAPS 
National Instruction 4 of 2011: State vehicles, that relates to effective and efficient fuel and 
oil management, and other SAPS policies that guide effective and efficient management of 
fuel and oil in SAPS. The study amongst others recommended that all SAPS station 
commanders and their respective subordinates be outcome-based oriented, assessed, and held 
accountable in terms of SAPS policies and guidelines on the effective and efficient 
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CHAPTER 1    ORIENTATION 
 
 
1.1 INTRODUCTION AND RATIONALE 
 
It was Aristotle who for the first time classified the functions of the Government into 
three categories viz., deliberative, magisterial and judicial. During the eighteenth 
century the French political philosopher Montesquieu in his book L. Esprit Des Lois 
(Spirit of Laws) published in 1748, for the first time enunciated three (3) kinds of 
power in every political society; legislative power, executive power and judicial power. 
This theoretical analysis, also known as the principle of the separation of powers, was 
accompanied by a collar of profound practical importance - the liberty of the citizens in 
any community varies with the degree to which the three (3) governmental powers are 
held in separate hands (Montesquieu, 1748). A free society is one in which legislative, 
executive and judicial powers are, or tend to be, kept separate. At the other extreme, 
concentration of legislative, executive and judicial powers in one person, or one group 
of people, is the essence of tyranny (Montesquieu, 1748). 
Representatives of the people make the law (parliament; legislative power) and delegate 
responsibility to professional bureaucrats to execute it properly (executive government; 
executive power). The execution of laws is then interpreted and applied by the judiciary 
(courts; judicial power) (Kettl & Milward, 1996).  
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Within the context of the current study, the executive power comprehends those aspects 
of the organisation and administration of society which are, at any given time, regarded 
as properly a matter of governmental responsibility. Understanding as to what matters 
are properly regarded as the responsibility of government has changed over time, 
however such matters have always included the maintenance of external and internal 
security, the promotion of law and order, and the keeping of the peace. Consequently, 
the operations of the police are accepted as responsibilities of the executive 
government.  
The foundations of classical (traditional) public administration, defined as the detailed 
and systematic execution of public law (Wilson, 1887; Goodnow, 1900), can be 
discerned thousands of years ago, across cultures, and in various nations around the 
globe. The Bible mentions a variety of hierarchical and managerial structures that 
served as prototypes for governance of growing populations (Vigoda, 2003). Ancient 
methods of public labour distribution were expanded by the Greeks and the Romans to 
control vast conquered lands and many peoples (Vigoda, 2003). Despite basic 
similarities, the public administration of our times is entirely different from public 
services in the past – amongst many others, it is larger and more complex than ever 
before, and it is still expanding by the day (Vigoda, 2003).  
Idealistically, public administration should be performed by highly qualified 
bureaucrats, supported by the best tools and resources, discharged with the highest 
professional standards that produce good and accountable managerial results that best 
serve the people (Rosenbloom, 1998). This however has not always been the case. 
After the two world wars (1930s and 1940s) the assumed correlation of social and 
economic conditions with political stability and order propelled some of the more 
aggressive economic programmes in which the state took an active part (Vigoda, 2003). 
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Major attention was dedicated to the creation of better services for the people, long-
range planning, and high-performance public institutions capable of delivering quality 
public goods to growing numbers of citizens (Rainey, 1990). To build better societies 
was the goal (Rainey, 1990). A larger and more productive public sector was the tool 
(Rainey, 1990). In many respects the utopian vision of a better society generated by the 
post-war politicians and administrators in the 1940s and 1950s inexorably crumbled 
and fell during the 1960s and 1970s (Rainey, 1990). A sizable number of governments 
could not deliver to the people many of the social promises they had made. The 
challenge of creating a new society, free of crime and poverty, highly educated and 
morally superior, healthier and safer than ever before, remained an unreachable goal 
(Barzclay, 2001; Pollitt, 1990; Hood, 1990; Aucoin, 1990; Walsh, 1995). Citizens’ trust 
and confidence in government, and in public administration as a professional agent of 
government, suffered a significant decline (Barzclay, 2001; Pollitt, 1990; Hood, 1990; 
Aucoin, 1990; Walsh, 1995). The public no longer believed that governments and 
public services could bring relief to those who needed help, and that no public planning 
was good enough to compete with natural social and market forces. The state was seen 
as unable to manage its resources efficiently and to result in profligacy (Barzclay, 2001; 
Pollitt, 1990; Hood, 1990; Aucoin, 1990; Walsh, 1995). In terms of neo-classical 
economics the bureaucracy ignores the law of diminishing marginal utilities and 
continues to produce an output, even when the marginal utility of that output for society 
has become too low (Keraudren, 1994). The general result is waste, or in other words, 
progressively rising levels of public spending and at the same time falling levels of 




Consequently this gave rise to New Public Management (NPM) in the early 1990s 
(Barzclay, 2001). NPM, styled by many authors (Pollitt, 1990; Hood, 1990; Aucoin, 
1990; Walsh, 1995) in developed democracies is a shorthand expression regularly used 
by scholars and professionals to refer to distinctive themes, styles, and patterns of 
public service management (Barzclay, 2001). The NPM paradigm is underlined by 
Public Choice Theory, itself rooted in Economic Theory of Rational Behaviour, Neo-
Taylorism, which belongs to Organisational Theory and Classical Management Theory, 
and Public Entrepreneurship that is embedded in Entrepreneurship Theory – all of these 
within the ambit of:  
 Policy analysis, Political science, and Political Economy 
 Sociology, Cultural studies, and Community studies 
 Management and Organisational studies 
 
Public Choice Theory proposes an alternative basis for decision-making in government 
or ‘public choice’. Bureaucracies are seen as monopolies due to a lack of competition to 
produce a given public output. Advocates (Niskanen, 1971; Downs, 1967) of the 
theory, proposes several measures to counteract bureaucratic monopoly. Amongst 
others, more competition in the delivery of public services; privatisation or contracting-
out; availability of alternatives in terms of services offered by the public service, and 
stricter controls. Public Choice Theory emphasizes the importance of the interface 
between bureaucracy and the political environment. The economic analysis of 





Public Choice Theory focuses on the relation between internal and external 
organisation whilst Neo-Taylorism (also known as scientific management) emphasizes 
exclusively on the bureaucracy and does not elaborate on the nature of the political 
system. Neo-Taylorism is, nevertheless, political in the sense both that it deliberately 
avoids shedding light on the role of the political system in the provision of public 
services and that it directs public attention to the individual performance of ministers. 
Some underlying assumptions are that things go wrong because the cost of producing a 
public service is never known; there is a lack of personal responsibility among public 
administrators, and public service career systems resist innovation. Proponents of Neo-
Taylorism (Pollitt, 1990; Morgan & Murgatroyd, 1994), encourages increased control 
(as was the case with Public Choice Theory) of economic and financial information; the 
use of performance-evaluation techniques to measure actual achievements against 
proposed targets, and the introduction of individual rather than collective incentives. 
In 1992, David Osborne and Ted Gaebler introduced the concept of ‘public 
entrepreneurship’. Osborne and Gaebler claimed that in the contemporary era of global 
competition, instant communication, a knowledge-based economy and niche markets, a 
bureaucratic system based on the classical model leads to mediocrity, inflexibility and 
an obsession with control. They proposed a new form of governance that is adaptable, 
responsive, efficient and effective – ‘entrepreneurial government’. ‘Entrepreneurial 
government’ advocates not a necessary smaller government but a better government, 
based on the following ten principles: 
 
1. Government should skillfully select alternatives to in-house delivery, such as 
contracting out, entering into public-private partnerships, and utilising such 
devices as vouchers, volunteers, seed money, and ‘quid pro quos’. 
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2. Professional administrators should not run all aspects of programmes but 
instead empower clients to participate in management by means of 
governing councils and management teams.  
 
3. Competition should be injected into the governing process by such methods 
as bidding for tasks, internal rivalry among sub-units, and competition 
among services for clients. 
 
4. Departments should minimise the number of rules by which they operate. 
Line-item budgeting, year-end fund expiration, and detailed job 
classifications should all be eliminated. Once ‘freed up’, the various 
governmental organisations should dedicate themselves to a clear, ‘one-
niche’ mission.  
 
5. Review of organisational-performance and fund-allocation should be based 
on policy outcomes rather than programme inputs. 
 
6. Clients must be regarded as customers. This calls for allowing choices, 
surveying attitudes, making services convenient, training employees in 
customer contact, test marketing, and suggestion forms. 
 
7. Governments should not just spend money, but earn it as well, for example, 
by using fees, shared savings, enterprise funds, entrepreneurial loan pools, 




8. Governments should not just deliver services to meet ends, but prevent 
needs from arising in the first place.  
 
9. Centralised institutions should become decentralised, with hierarchical 
control giving way to developed authority, teamwork, participatory 
management, labour-management cooperation, quality circles, and 
employee-development programmes.  
 
10. Governments should not attempt to achieve ends only by command and 
control, but also by restructuring markets through subsidy and incentives 
for investment. 
 
From a policy perspective, the acting National Commissioner of the SAPS (at the time), 
Lieutenant General N.S. Mkhwanazi, indicated in the SAPS 2012/2013 Annual 
Performance Report that “There are several internal factors that have been identified 
and acknowledged by the police management which have been prioritised for 
implementation during the financial year. One of the most important areas is 
leadership, specifically at police station level where police performance needs to be 
maximised. Corruption and poor police performance are key elements that impacts 
negatively on the organisational reputation and ability to deliver. Proper 
implementation of management principles that rewards managers for excellence and 
consequences for poor performance, misconduct and corruption is a necessity and will 
be enforced during 2012/2013. Therefore I expect that every member of the SAPS to 
espouse the values of the organisation and act with compassion, professionalism and 
integrity, within the scope of the law”. 
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The SAPS 2014-2019 Strategic Plan provides an overview of the key factors that 
influence the identification of the SAPS’ strategic priorities and objectives. The 
following factors were highlighted: a feeling of safety for all inhabitants of the 
Republic; creating a better South Africa, Africa and world; an efficient, effective and 
development-oriented service; nation building and social cohesion; and fighting 
corruption (pp.12). In particular, the SAPS 2014-2019 Strategic Plan, under efficient 
and effective service, emphasize purification of functions.  
 
1.2 OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESES 
 
Paradoxical as it may seem for a programme-heralding performance, NPM is unable to 
provide adequate information on its own performance over a twenty-year period (Hood, 
1990; Keraudren, 1994). Hypotheses specific to national experiences are too few and 
too ‘parochial’ since they lack comparative relevance (Sartori, 1991). More 
specifically, no comparison could be found on the implementation of NPM on national 
state police vehicle fleet fuel usage systems around the World. An international 
magazine, Government Fleet (2012), conducted an informal fuel survey with one 
hundred and thirty four (134) respondents, and found for public agencies; fleet fuel 
budget has increased for eighty two percent (82%) of fleets in the past five years. Police 
organisations around the World do not have access to unlimited funds and therefore 




The purpose of the current study is to contribute new knowledge towards the NPM 
theoretical framework.  
 
Research questions:  
 
 What are the general vehicle fuel and oil management knowledge of a 
representative sample of all station commanders in the SAPS? 
 What are the specific SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management policy 
knowledge of a representative sample of all station commanders in the 
SAPS?  
 What are the thoughts of SAPS station commanders concerning the 
behaviour of SAPS officials under their control with regards to effective 
and efficient SAPS vehicle fuel and oil usage?  
 What attitudes do SAPS officials have towards effective and efficient SAPS 
vehicle fuel and oil usage according to a representative sample of all station 




 A representative sample of all SAPS station commanders do not have 
adequate SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management policy knowledge as to 
manage fuel usage in the SAPS effectively and efficiently. 
 A representative sample of all SAPS station commanders perceive that 
police officials manage their private vehicles different compared to their 
state vehicles.  
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1.3 OPERATIONALISATION OF RELEVANT CONCEPTS 
 
Accurate variable measurement is primarily based on the empirical operationalization 
of relevant concepts (Breakwell, Hammond & Fife-Schaw, 2000). The following are 




Jordaan and Jordaan (2003:285) define perception as the way people process, interpret 
or assign meaning to information they receive via the sensory systems (of the human 
body). Others conceptualise perception as an interpretation or impression based on ones 
understanding of something (Fowler & Fowler, 1995:1014). However, for the purposes 
of the current study, perceptions were operationalised as cognitive evaluations 
(variations of being favourable or unfavourable) towards statements made on a 19-item 
questionnaire relating to; (1) vehicle fuel and oil general knowledge of SAPS station 
commanders, (2) opinions of SAPS station commanders concerning the effective and 
efficient SAPS fuel and oil usage behaviour of SAPS officials under their control, and 
(3), perceptions of SAPS station commanders about the effective and efficient SAPS 




There is no single agreed definition of knowledge presently, nor any prospect of one, 
and there remain numerous competing theories. The Oxford Dictionary (1995:753) 
describes knowledge as an awareness or familiarity gained by experience. Reber 
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(1995:401) conceptualises knowledge as “...the body of information possessed by a 
person. Those mental components that result from any and all processes, be they 
innately given or experientially acquired”. In this study knowledge was operationalised 
as the ability of SAPS station commanders to correctly or incorrectly recall or 
memorise and interpret certain contents of the SAPS National Instruction 4 of 2011: 
State vehicle, which relates to effective and efficient fuel and oil management, West 
Bank fuel card procedures, and other SAPS policies that guide effective and efficient 
management of vehicle fuel and oil in SAPS.   
 
1.4 RESEARCH SAMPLE 
 
The study sample had to be large enough so as to be able to generalise to all station 
commanders in the SAPS. Subsequently the sample was selected to be within a 5% 












Research sample  
X 






Study sample of  
SAPS station commanders  
(January – September 2015) 








Note. ‘X’ denote ‘population’; ‘N’ indicates ‘sample’; and ‘%’ designate ‘percentage’.      
 
A more comprehensive discussion of the study sample is provided in the Research 
Methodology and Data Analysis chapters of this thesis. 
 
1.5 DATA ANALYSIS 
 
Both descriptive and inferential techniques were used to analyse the data. Some of 
these statistical techniques included: significance tests, non-parametric tests, 
correlations, associations and variance. These techniques along with the data analyses 
are discussed in more detail under the Data Analysis Chapter. 
 
1.6 CONCLUSION: ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS  
 
Based on the research rationale, problem statement, objectives and hypotheses stated 




 Chapter 2: Literature review – legislation, policy, strategy, and structure 
with regards to fuel and oil management in the SAPS. 
 Chapter 3: discusses the SAPS administrative processes and measures to 
save on fuel and oil costs  
 Chapter 4:   discusses the research methodology and procedures used in the 
study 
 Chapter 5: presents the data analyses; and 





CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW: 







As a public service department, the SAPS is necessitated to abide by the directives of several 
statutes, guidelines, and plans. It is the intention and context of the present chapter to deliberate 
and contemplate on the numerous acts, policies, and strategies that lead the epitome of effective 
and efficient management of vehicle fuel and oil within the SAPS. 
 
2.2 ACTS (LEGISLATION) AND REGULATIONS (SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION) 
 
2.2.1 ACTS (LEGISLATION) 
 
The Interim Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Act No. 200 of 1993, caters under 
section 214 for the interim establishment and regulation of the SAPS which is governed on 
national and provincial levels, with appropriate local spheres and structures. The Constitution 
of the Republic of South Africa (Constitution, 1996), which is the supreme law of the national 
territory, stipulates under section 205 that the SAPS is responsible for the prevention, 
combating and investigation of crime; maintenance of public order; protection and securing 
inhabitants of the Republic and their property; and upholding and enforcing the law. The 
Minister of Police (as the Head of the Department of Police in the Ministry of Police)  and the 
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National Commissioner (as the Head of the SAPS, a constitutional institution), who are both 
appointed by the President who is the Head of the National Executive according to  section 
91(2) of the Constitution  (Constitution, 1996), are both accountable as ‘accounting officers’ in 
terms of the responsibilities of the SAPS according to section 36 (1) of the Public Finance 
Management Act, Act No.1 of 1999. More specifically, the Minister of Police is responsible for 
policing and the development, monitoring and implementation of policing policy according to 
the needs and priorities of the National Executive [section 91(2) of the Constitution, 1996]. 
While the National Commissioner of the SAPS is subjected to the instructions of the Minister 
and is required to advise the Minister, she/he is also responsible for the maintenance of an 
impartial, accountable, transparent and efficient police service [section 218 (1) (a-n) 
(Constitution 1993)]. In this regard she/he is responsible for the planning, establishment, 
distribution, organisation, training, infrastructural development and legal capacity of the SAPS 
[section 11 (2) (a) of the South African Police Service Act, Act No. 68 of 1995)]. This 
responsibility includes, with special reference to this study, fuel and oil management in the 
SAPS. 
 
The National Commissioner appoints provincial commissioners subject to consultation with the 
relevant Provincial Ministerial Executive Council, who is responsible for policing in the 
specific provincial jurisdiction [section 6 (2) of the South African Police Service Act, 1995)]. 
Subject to the directions of the said Council and instructions from the National Commissioner 
[section 218 (2) of the Interim Constitution, 1993], the Provincial Commissioner is responsible 
for the command and control of the SAPS in her/his particular provincial jurisdiction. These 
responsibilities include the issuing of provincial orders and instructions (which must also 
include fuel and oil management) additional to those provided by the National Commissioner 
[sections 12 (1) and 26 (2) of the South African Police Service Act, 1995]. The provincial 
commissioners, who are appointed by the National Commissioner [section 218 (1) (h) 
(Constitution, 1993)], recruit station commanders for their relevant provincial jurisdictions 
[section 219 (2) (b) (Constitution, 1993)]. Although the South African Police Service Act 
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(1995), under section 13 (1-13) stipulates the power, duties, and functions of general members 
of the SAPS, this Act does not describe the responsibilities of station commanders in particular. 
Neither does any other piece of legislation. However, the South African Police Service Act 
(1995), under section 15 (1) (a) states:  “…any power conferred on the National or Provincial 
Commissioner by the South African Police Service Act or any other law, may be delegated in 
writing by any such Commissioner to any member or other person in the employment of the 
Service subject to supervisory direction and provided that the National Commissioner and/or 
Provincial Commissioner ensures that sufficient resources are made available for such 
purpose” [section 218 (2) (Constitution, 1993)]. From this it may be inferred that station 
commanders are responsible and accountable for the command and control of the SAPS in their 
particular station jurisdictions. This control includes the issuing of station orders and 
instructions on vehicle fuel and oil management additional to those policy requirements issued 
by the Minister; Regulations, National Orders and Instructions issued by the National 
Commissioner, and Provincial Orders and Instructions from the Provincial Commissioner 
[sections 12 (1) and 26 (2) of the South African Police Service Act (1995)].  
 
Section 195(1) (b) and (f) (Constitution, 1996),  section 38 (1) (a) (i) and 38 (1) (b) of the 
Public Finance Management Act, 1999, and section (3) (b) of the  Public Service Act, Act No. 
103 of 1994, require that these responsibilities be performed effectively, economically, and 
efficiently by accounting officers.  
 
2.2.2 REGULATIONS (SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION) 
 
Public Service Regulations, 2001 
 
Regulation III A requires that the Minister of Police provides services with the best value for 
money, sets measurable objectives for the SAPS, and optimally utilises the human and other 
resources within the SAPS. The Minister must also, within the parameters of available funds 
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and based on the service delivery objectives and mandates of the Government and the SAPS, 
plan to execute functions with an efficient and effective internal organisation and with well-
developed human resources. To permit oversight by the public and legislatures, the Minister 
must publish an annual report giving key information on the SAPS. 
 
The Minister must also prepare a strategic plan for the SAPS that assert the organisations’ core 
objectives based on Constitutional and other legislative mandates, functional mandates and a 
service delivery improvement programme. The strategic plan must also describe the core and 
support activities necessary to achieve the core objectives, avoiding duplication of functions. 
The functions that will be performed internally and those that will be contracted out must be 
specified. The strategic plan must describe the goals and targets to be attained in the medium 
term. A programme for attaining these goals and targets must be set out, and information on 
systems that monitor the progress made towards achieving the specified goals, targets and core 
objectives must be provided (Regulation Part III B1).  
 
The Minister must also, based on the strategic plan: determine the organisational structure of 
the SAPS in terms of its core and supportive functions; grade proposed new jobs according to 
the job evaluation system of the Public Service; define the posts necessary to perform the 
relevant functions while remaining within the current budget and medium-term expenditure 
framework of the SAPS in terms of the organisation’s human resource plan, and specified 
needs (Regulation Part III B2).  
 
The National Commissioner shall also, in implementing the strategic plan of the SAPS, 
promote the efficient, economic and effective use of resources so as to improve the functioning 
of the SAPS, and to that end, apply working methods such as the re-allocation, simplification 





The Minister must establish and sustain a service delivery improvement programme for the 
SAPS which must indicate the main services provided to the different types of actual and 
potential customers of the SAPS. It must further create consultation arrangements with the 
actual and potential customers of the SAPS, with due regard for the customers’ means of access 
to the services and the barriers to increased access thereof. The said programme must specify 
the mechanisms or strategies to be utilised progressively to remove barriers so that access to 
services is increased and standards for main services are provided. The programme must also 
specify the manner in which information about the services of the SAPS is to be provided; and 
a system or mechanisms for complaints must be established. (Regulation Part III C1). 
Regulation Part II C5 requires the existence of prior Treasury approval for any decision that 
involves expenditure from revenue.   
 
The public service departments (including the SAPS) shall manage performance in a 
consultative, supportive and non-discriminatory manner in order to enhance organisational 
efficiency and effectiveness, accountability for the use of resources and the achievement of 
results. Performance management processes shall link to broad and consistent plans for staff 
development and align with the strategic goals of the SAPS. The primary orientation of 
performance management shall be developmental but shall allow for effective response to 
consistent inadequate performance and for recognising outstanding performance. Performance 
management procedures should minimise the administrative burden on supervisors while 
maintaining transparency and administrative justice (Regulation Part VIII A).  
 
Public service employees (including SAPS employees) should have ongoing and equitable 
access to training geared towards achieving an efficient, non-partisan and representative public 
service. Training should support work performance and career development. It should become 
increasingly driven by needs, and should link strategically to broader human resource 
management practices and programmes aimed at enhancing employment equity and 
representativeness (Regulation IX A). 
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The Public Service Code of Conduct captured in Chapter 2 of the Public Service Regulations, 
stipulates, amongst others, that a public service employee must strive to achieve the objectives 
of her or his institution (in this case the SAPS) cost-effectively and in the public’s interest; be 
creative in thought and in the execution of her or his duties; seek innovative ways to solve 
problems and to enhance effectiveness and efficiency within the context of the law; be honest 
and accountable in dealing with public funds and use the public service property and other 
resources effectively, efficiently, and only for authorised official purposes. 
 
The Minister of Police, in conjunction with the National Commissioner of the SAPS, must 
ensure that all employees of the organisation comply with the Public Service Regulations and 
they must deal immediately and effectively with any breach thereof [Part I C.3 (a) and (b)]. 
 
 Public Finance Management Act, 1999: Treasury Regulations 
 
Public Service Managers are today far more aware of their responsibilities and accountability in 
terms of managing public finances, measuring public service performance and delivery and 
public service to the people than ever before.  Furthermore, the Constitution of the Republic of 
South Africa, 1996  (Act 108 of 1996), the Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act 1 of 
1999) and numerous other pieces of legislation and polices place an obligation on both public 
service and public funds to ensure that such services are delivered to the general public. 
 
In accepting his appointment as Station Commander (Standing Orders General 28 of the SAPS) 
and in taking up their posts as appointed members at a station, the Commander and his staff 
respectively accept their role in upholding legislation in the country (Republic of South Africa). 
 
The New Financial Management Act (Act 1 of 1999 as amended by Act 29 of 1999) is one of 
the most important pieces of legislation which was passed by the first democratic government. 
This Act promotes the objective of good financial management in order to maximize delivery 
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through the efficient and effective use of limited resources. The aim of this act is to modernise 
the system of financial management in the public sector. It represents a fundamental break from 
the past regime’s approaches of opaqueness, hierarchical systems of management, poor 
information and weak accountability. The key objectives of the Act may be summarised as 
being to: modernise the system of financial management; enable public sector managers to 
manage but at the same time to be more accountable; ensure the timely provision of quality 
information; eliminate waste and corruption in the use of public assets.  
 
The Public Management Act, 1999 gives effect to sections 213, 215, 216, 217, 218 and 219 for 
the National and Provincial spheres of government (Constitution, 1996). 
 
The Public Finance Amendment Act (Act, 29/1999) stipulates the following with regards to the 
responsibilities of government department accounting officers: Accounting officer/s “… must 
ensure that the department, trading or constitution institution has and maintains - (a) effective, 
efficient and transparent systems of financial and risk management and internal control; (b) is 
responsible for the effective, efficient, economical and transparent use of the resources of the 
department, trading entity or constitutional institution; (c) is responsible for the management, 
including the safeguarding and the maintenance of the assets, and for the management of the 
liabilities, of the department, trading entity or constitutional institution”. 
 
 Section 45 of the said Act also reflects on the responsibilities of other officials: “An official in 
a department, trading entity or constitutional institution - must ensure that the system of 
financial management and internal control established for that department, trading entity or 
constitutional institution is carried out within the area of responsibility of that official; is 
responsible for the effective, efficient, economical and transparent use of financial and other 





Responsibilities of accounting officers 
 
In Chapter 11, section 207 (1) and (2), (Constitution, 1996), the President as head of the 
National Executive must appoint a woman or a man as the National Commissioner of the Police 
Service, to control and manage the Police Service. This makes the National Commissioner the 
accounting officer for the SAPS [Chapter 5 of the NFMA Sec 26 (1)].  
 
NFMA sections 38 1a(i) read that the accounting officer must ensure effective, efficient and 
transparent systems of financial and risk management and internal control. It is therefore of 
utmost importance that vehicle fuel and oil management must be effectively, efficiently and 
transparently controlled. 
 
Sections 38, 39 and 40 of the New Financial Management Act, (Act 1 of 1999, as amended by 
Act 29 of 1999), outline the responsibility of what needs to be done by the accounting officer. 
 
 Responsibilities of other officials  
 
An official in a department, trading entity or constitutional institution must: “… ensure that the 
system of financial management and internal control established for that department, trading 
entity or constitutional institution is carried out within the area of responsibility; take 
responsibility for the effective, efficient and economical transparent use of financial and other 
resources within that official’s area of responsibility; must take effective and appropriate steps 
to prevent, within that official’s area of responsibility, any unauthorized expenditure, irregular 
expenditure and fruitless and wasteful expenditure and any under collection of revenue due; 
comply with the provisions of this Act to the extent that they are applicable to that official, 
including adhering to any delegations and instructions in terms of section 44; and take 
responsibility for the management and safeguarding of the assets and the management of the 
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liabilities within that official’s area of responsibility …” (section 45 of Chapter 5 of the 
(NFMA). 
 
The above clearly renders the SAPS station commanders and their respective station members 




The 1991 National Peace Accord marked the planned end to political violence and the 
articulated dawn of a new South Africa under democratic rule. Based on the principles 
of the National Peace Accord and the legislative requirements of the Interim 
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (1993), the initial policy direction of the 
Department of Safety and Security (presently known as the Department of Police) was 
laid out in the 1994 Green Paper, which emphasized three (3) key policy areas: 
democratic control, police accountability, and community participation in issues of 
safety and security. The Police Service Act (1995), concretized these new policy 
objectives by, amongst others, establishing a Secretariat for Safety and Security. Then 
in May 1996, Government adopted the National Crime Prevention Strategy (NCPS). 
The NCPS provided a framework for a multi-dimensional approach to crime 
prevention. Amongst other things, the NCPS provided a means by which government 
departments could integrate their approaches to problems of crime control and crime 
prevention (SAPS Annual Report, 2007/2008). The principles of the Green Paper and 
the NCPS were incorporated into the White Paper on Safety and Security, September 
1998. However, the emphasis shifted towards improved service delivery, most probably 
directed by the White Paper on Transforming Public Service Delivery, 1997, (South 
Africa, 1997). This White Paper emphasized the need for simplified procedures and the 
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elimination of waste and inefficiency with the purpose of reducing public expenditure 
and creating a more cost-effective public service. The idea was that efficiency savings 
could be ploughed back into improved services (South Africa, 1997:19). In keeping 
with the approach outlined in the White Paper and the NCPS, the White Paper on 
Safety and Security (South Africa, 1998) in general advocated a dual approach to safety 
and security, namely effective and efficient law enforcement, and the provision of 
crime prevention programs to reduce the occurrence of crime. More specifically, a core 
policy tenet of the White Paper was the decentralisation of policing functions to the 
lowest possible levels within the SAPS and in municipal police departments, as was 
made salient in the White Paper on Local Government (South Africa, 1998:44). This 
empowerment focus on local policing, aimed to ensure that the diverse needs of 
communities are met by innovative responses from SAPS station commanders. 
Decentralisation granted station commanders more autonomy over their respective 
station human resources, asset management, policing priorities and related strategies. 
The White Paper on Safety and Security (1998) also stated that for the said outcomes to 
be achieved, greater emphasis would be placed on training and the improvement of 
management skills at police station level.   
 
The principles outlined above suggest a mode of accountability based on performance 
agreements between those responsible for service delivery (all members of the SAPS) 
and those responsible for policy and regulatory functions (in the latter case, the 
Minister of Police supported by the Secretariat for Safety and Security). It also allocates 
executive functions to clearly delineate managerial responsibility and accountability as 
a means of improving service delivery. A key element of this arrangement is thus 
developing, monitoring and maintaining a professional and performance-based 
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relationship with those institutions in government tasked with the provision of law 
enforcement and the facilitation and delivery of crime prevention. The White Paper on 
Human Resource Management, (South Africa, 1997) states that the success of the 
Public Service in delivering its operational and developmental goals depends primarily 
on the efficiency and effectiveness with which employees carry out their duties. 
Managing performance is therefore a key human resource management tool to ensure 
that: “... employees know what is expected of them; managers know whether the 
employee's performance is delivering the required objectives; poor performance is 
identified and improved, and good performance is recognised and rewarded” (South 
Africa, 1997).  
 
Table 2 provides a snapshot of relevant SAPS policy imperatives and strategies (current 
















Relevant SAPS policy imperatives and strategies in support of the SAPS Strategic Plan, 
at the time of conducting the current study 
National Security Strategy Service Delivery 
Improvement Programme 
Rural Safety Strategy 





National Crime Prevention 
Strategy (NCPS) 
Criminal Justice System 
(CJS) Review 
National Crime Detection 
Framework 
Visible Policing Strategy 
Crime Intelligence 
Turnaround Strategy 










National Drug Master Plan Safe Schools Programme Mining Crime Combatting 
Forums 
 
2.3.1 SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 
 
In September 2003, Cabinet adopted a Supply Chain Management (SCM) policy to replace the 
outdated procurement and provisioning practices across government with a (SCM) function that 
would be an integral part of financial management and conform to international best practices. 
The Government, and therefore the SAPS, is intent on modernising the management of the 
environment to make it more people-friendly and sensitive to meeting the needs of the 
community they serve. The principal is that managers should be given the flexibility to manage, 
within a framework that satisfies the constitutional requirements of transparency and 
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accountability. The PFMA aims to improve accountability in the hands of the accounting 
officer and it allows the accounting officer to do a risk assessment for her/his institution. The 
SCM policy includes the transformation of the procurement environment and the systematic 
approach to the appointment of consultants. It also creates a common thread in terms of the 
procurement policy and the consistent application of ‘best practices’. 
 
National Treasury issued a SCM guide to direct the SAPS National Commissioner to fulfil 
her/his obligation. National Treasury will make sure that all treasuries are acting in unison and 
will monitor the implementation thereof in the SAPS. A provision has been included in the 
PFMA Amendment Bill to repeal the State Tender Board Act. The State Tender Board 
Regulations have been amended by means of promulgation in the Government Gazette to allow 
accounting officers at national level to procure goods and services through the State Tender 
Board. 
 
In terms of sections 38 and 51 of the PFMA, accounting officers and authorities are fully 
responsible and should be held accountable for any expenditure relating to SCM within their 
line of responsibility. In the Demand Management environment of SCM, the accounting officer 
should ensure that the requirements are linked to a budget and an analysis of the past 
expenditure (such as vehicle fuel/oil expenditure) may assist in determining the fulfillment of 
the needs. 
 
2.4 STRATEGIC PLAN 
 
According to the SAPS 2014-2019 SAPS Strategic Plan (2014-2019): “[t]he development of the 
Strategic Plan commenced in 2014,  following the release of the South African Government’s 
manifesto on the Medium Term Strategic Framework,  and its subsequent alignment to the 
National Development Plan [-2030] [2013]. The plan was informed by the President’s State of 
the Nation Address, priorities as identified by the Minister of Police and recommendations by 
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oversight structures of government, i.e. the Department for Planning, Monitoring and 
Evaluation in the Presidency, the Portfolio Committee on Police, the Standing Committee on 
Public Accounts, the National Treasury, the Audit Committee and the Auditor-General”. 
 
Chart 1 provides a picture of the current strategic operational support priorities identified by the 
SAPS to guide the organisation during the Medium Term Strategic Framework (SAPS 2014-
2019 Strategic Plan). 
 
Chart 1 
SAPS strategic priorities for the Medium Term Strategic Framework, at the time of conducting 
the present study 
 
    
Source. PowerPoint presentation given by the National Commissioner of the SAPS, 
Lieutenant-General M.V. Phiyega, at the time, on 15 April 2015 – 17 April 2015.   
 
SAPS operational priorities 
Crime prevention 
Public order policing 
Investigation of 
crime 
















SAPS organisational support priorities  
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The Strategic Management Process followed in the SAPS meets the guidelines and 
requirements set by the Public Finance Management Act (Act no 1 of 1999 as amended by Act 
29 of 1999) (PFMA). The National Treasury Regulation forms the basis for developing the 
strategic plan. This strategic plan thus informs and directs the budgetary and planning processes 
within the SAPS and also provides the basis for the annual report of the National 
Commissioner, as required in terms of the PFMA. 
 
The Service delivery indicators are an indication of how and what will be measured 
(monitored) in terms of progress/performance (level of achievement) regarding the output. It 
encompasses one or more of the following dimensions of performance: 
 
 The quantity, volume or level of output or services, to be delivered 
 The quality at which the outputs are to be delivered 
 The timelessness or timing required for delivery of the output 
 The cost of supplying the output 
 Performance functions outside the Republic 
 
2.5 STRUCTURE OF THE SAPS IN RELATION TO VEHICLE FUEL AND OIL 
MANAGEMENT  
 
Chart 2 provides a graphical description of the current SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management 
structure in the SAPS. 
 
Chart 2 denotes that the National Commissioner of the SAPS has the highest authority in the 
organisation, but also that each and every member of SAPS police stations, are responsible and 



















2.6 ANNUAL REPORTS 
 
The National budget of the SAPS increased by an annual average of six percent (6.26%) over 
the past four (4) years, rising from R63.2 billion in April 2012 to R76.4 billion in April 2015. 
More specifically, the SAPS overspent its fuel, oil, and lubricant budget, by almost R1.1 
billion South African Rand, over the last six (6) years, as reflected in Table 3 and Chart 3. 
 
Lieutenant General Schutte 
(Deputy National Commissioner: Resource 
Management) 
Lieutenant General Kruser 
(Divisional Commissioner: Supply Chain 
Management) 
 Major General Husselmann 




Provincial Commissioner  
(Each Province) 
Brigadier 





All SAPS station employees 
Lieutenant General Phalane 




SAPS National fuel, oil and lubricants budget and expenditure for the period April 2009 until 
April 2015 
Financial year Budget Expenditure 
2009-2010 R1, 448, 824, 300 R1, 534, 812, 430 
2010-2011 R1, 506, 156, 180 R1, 636, 394, 596 
2011-2012 R1, 952, 656, 611 R1, 967, 688, 953 
2012-2013 R1, 816, 658, 981 R2, 259, 283, 936 
2013-2014 R2, 476, 035, 814 R2, 649, 374, 856 
2014-2015 R2, 084, 387, 577 R2, 339, 854, 586 
Sources. SAPS Annual reports for 2009/2010, 2010/2011, 2011/2012, 2012/2013, 2013/2014, 
and 2014/2015. 




SAPS National fuel, oil, and lubricants budget and expenditure for the 





The White Paper on Transforming Public Service Delivery, 1997, (Bathos Pele White Paper) 
(a government ministerial policy document), emphasises the need for simplified procedures, 
and the elimination of waste and inefficiency with the purpose of reducing public expenditure 
and creating a more cost-effective public service. This tenet is undoubtedly founded on the 
public service constitutional imperatives of transparency and accountability (Constitution of 
the Republic of South Africa, 1996). The objective is that efficiency savings be ploughed 
back into improved services (1997:19). Mr Nqacula, The Minister of Safety and Security (at 
the time (2010), stated that: “In the type of work the South African Police Service do, there is 
an unending imperative requiring a constant review of how what has to be done is done. The 
imperative calls for a constant self-searching to ensure we keep abreast of developments and 
requirements. Every time we do this we will have to be aware constantly of the constitutional 
imperatives along our work ... Failing to do this may well defeat even the most ambitious 
plans we may have in discharging our responsibilities. As we plan we also need to tailor our 
suit according to our cloth, i.e. achieve the goals we set ourselves within the limiting 
parameters of budgets. This above all means we need to be conscious at all times that our 
ambitions are subject to financial realities”. 
 
2.7 CONCLUSION  
 
The National Commissioner of the SAPS lay out the strategies for SAPS members to be 
efficient, economic and effective in the use of resources in their working methods. 
Legislation, policies, strategies and structures gives direction to the Minister of Police, 
National Commissioner, station commanders and their members to perform efficiently, 
economically and effectively in their daily duties and to satisfy the police and policing needs 




CHAPTER 3 VEHICLES, PROCESSES, AND 
IMPROVEMENT OF FUEL AND OIL 






The SAPS, at the time of conducting the study, had fifty six thousand five hundred and one 
(56 501) vehicles on the organisations asset register (as per Annexure ‘F’). The currently 
chapter provides an overview of the SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management processes that 
occur in the organisation. The chapter also offers a description of improvement steps that have 
been taken in the SAPS to improve fuel and oil management.  
 
3.2 THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE STATION COMMANDER [Standing Orders 
(General) 028] 
 
SAPS Standing Orders (General) 028 of 1988  
 
(a) A Station Commander shall assist the Cluster Commander (more than 1 police station) in 
all respects and she/he is charged with fundamentally the same obligations with regard to 
her/his station area as the Cluster Commander is charged with regard to her/his area. 
 
(b) A Station Commander is held strictly responsible for the appearance, good order, control 
and discipline of all members under her/his command, for the sake of all Government 
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property both on personal and station account and for the buildings at the station for the 
prevention of crime in the station area and, in close co-operation with members of the 
investigation units, for the investigation thereof. She/he shall also ensure that Standing 
Orders and other instructions are obeyed and strictly complied with by all members under 
her/his command. 
 
3(g) A Station Commander shall ensure that station and room inventories are properly kept and 
that Government property and vehicles are used only in accordance with departmental 
instructions and that they are at all times properly cared for. 
 
3.3 INTERIM POLICY AND PROCEDURES FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF FUEL 
AND OIL IN THE SAPS 
 
The interim policy and procedures for the administration of fuel was approved by the Deputy 
National Commissioner L.J. Eloff (at the time, now retired), on the 8th of August 2002 (South 
African Police Service, 2002). The intention of the instruction was to introduce the fuel card for 
use by the SAPS with the goal of improved efficiency in the way that fuel was administered, 
and to decrease the administration burden for the use of fuel. 
 
The contractor, currently Standard Bank, is responsible for administering all transactions, 
including the purchasing of fuel or oil for a vehicle by means of a fuel card.  
 
Instead of the old internal pump system, fuel can be purchased at internal and external fuel 
pumps using the fuel card system. The contractor supplies a monthly statement for each 
vehicle. The statements enable commanders to determine where and how much fuel was 
supplied to each vehicle, as well as the vehicle’s fuel consumption. The information appearing 
on the statements enables commanders to pinpoint deviations from predetermined standards 
and to take corrective action. The fuel card is to be used exclusively for the purchasing fuel and 
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oil. Should the fuel card be used to perform any unauthorised transactions, for example paying 
toll fees or buying new tyres, the expense in question must be recovered from the SAPS 
member who carried out the transaction. 
 
3.4 FORMS AND REGISTERS USED IN THE SAPS 
 
Vehicle Register: SAPS 132 (b) 
 
A Vehicle Register (SAPS 132 (b)) must be kept for each vehicle or vessel. The purpose of the 
register is to keep an accurate record of and to control the use of the vehicles and vessels. Every 
intake of fuel and oil must be recorded on the reverse side of the SAPS 132(b) form. The 
register must be updated by the driver of a vehicle or vessel in the service center or control 
office. The register is subject to auditing, and completed registers must be kept at the station for 
this purpose.  
 
When fuel or oil is purchased for a vehicle, the date, source and number of liters taken 
in must be recorded on the SAPS 132 (b) form under the heading, “A: stock received”. 
After a vehicle has been given fuel and oil, the vehicle’s driver will be in possession of 
either a speed point slip or a sales voucher. Speed point slips are used during electronic 
transactions, and sales vouchers are used when electronic processing cannot take place. 
The slips must be in the carded holder. If the vehicle does not have a fuel card, the slips 
must be kept in the Vehicle Register (SAPS 132(b)). The slips serve as proof of the 
transactions, and must be used as source documents to certify fuel and oil transactions 
at the end of every month.  
 
At the end of the each month, a red line must be drawn below the last entry. The total 
distance traveled during the particular month, expressed in kilometers or hours, must be 
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recorded in red ink in column “A : distance traveled”.  Each month’s entries must be 
made on a new page. The entries of fuel and oil transactions that are recorded on the 
SAPS 132 (b) form must be compared with the speed point slips and sales vouchers on 
hand. It must be checked whether all transaction that had been performed in the course 
of the month were recorded on the SAPS 132(b) form. The completed log sheet must be 
handed to the logistical clerk who will certify the transactions on the computer at a later 
time. 
 
3.5 STANDARD BANK PROCEDURES AND REPORTS 
 
The Transaction Report is the most important report and assists with both the Operational and 
Financial Control (Cost Control). Transport Officers and drivers must ensure that audit 
requirements are adhered to at all times and corrective action must be taken where these 
policies are contravened. This report is printed monthly, per vehicle, listing the transactions for 
the month together with the information required for vehicle and driver control. A copy of this 
report must be distributed to where the vehicle operates, as the responsible person will have 
access to the driver documentation and supporting documentation such as the log sheets and 
trip authorities. 
 
Fuel consumption:  This is calculated after each fill-up, using the liters divided by the span x 
100 which gives liters per hundred kilometers, e.g. 40,8 liters divided by 187 span x 100 is 
equal to 21,8 liters/100km. 
 
Odometer reading: This is captured on the electronic machine (speed point) at the merchant. 
The odometer reading is extremely important and must be correct. 
 
Liters: The number of liters put into the tank at the time of the fill up. 
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Derived span:  If the odometer readings are incorrect, the Standard Bank system can calculate a 
span, using the total liters divided by the Consumption Median x by100, e.g. 316,0 liters 
divided by 12,2 medium x 100 = 2 590. 
 
Consumption Median: A median average is an average, which discards any abnormal high or 
low consumption readings. When a vehicle first comes onto the Standard Bank card system, the 
system stores the first 9 consumption readings. It arranges them in ascending or descending 
order, and deletes the top 4 and the bottom 4 consumption readings e.g..19,6; 19,4; 18,3; 17,5; 
15,4; 12,8; 8,3; 7,6; 2,2; The fifth reading is your consumption reading. The system then uses 
the last 4 readings with the next 5 continually calculate the consumption median per vehicle. 
 
Consumption Average: This is calculated as a normal average calculation by adding all the 
consumption readings and dividing by the number, e.g. 21,8; 16,4; 10,2; 20,4; 12,2; and  7,8 = 
888 divided by 6 = 14,8. 
 
System Consumption Median: This is calculated in exactly the same way as the consumption 
median which is for a particular vehicle; however, this time all the vehicles of the same make 
and model are grouped together, e.g. all the 1997 Volkswagen Citi Golf 1.6 manual vehicles are 
grouped. Once these mediums have been established, each and every consumption reading is 
compared against the consumption median and those that are either 20% above or 20% under 
the median, will be highlighted by a Variance Key 10. The consumption of the vehicle can also 
be compared with all the other same makes and models, giving two checks on any vehicle’s 
performance. 
 
Calculations: Span is the distance traveled from one fill-up to the next. To calculate a span, you 




Consumption refers to the number of liters used to travel a distance of 100 kilometers (liters per 
100km). For example, if you use 46,2 liters to travel a span of 544 kilometers, how many liters 
would you use to travel only one kilometer? This is calculated as follows: liters divided by 
kilometers traveled x 100, e.g. 46,2 divided by 544 x 100 = 8,4 l/100km. 
 
Consumption Median: Nine consecutive consumption readings (could be spread over a number 
of months) are put into ascending or descending order. The middle reading is taken as the 
consumption median. e.g. 9,3; 8,7; 8,4; 8,2; 8,1; 8,0; 7,8; 7,6; 3,1 
 
Consumption average: This is the average of the transaction of a month’s statements only. Add 
up the consumptions and divide by the amount of transactions, e.g. 8,4+8, 1+8, 0+3,1 = 27,6 
divided by 4 = 6,9 . 
 
3.6 STEPS THAT CAN BE FOLLOWED BY THE SAPS 
 
One of the days South Africans will have to pay “eco-tax” on all new cars. This cost will be 
added when you buy a new car, based on the official CO2 emissions of each vehicle. This new 
tax will be based on CO2 emissions per kilometer (Car September 2009).  Maybe the real “eco-
tax” should be on fuel.  Currently a form of tax on fuel is already in place which amounts to 36 
cents on every liter.  
 
The price of fuel is also having an effect on the budget of the SAPS and therefore every 
member’s positive contribution towards fuel management will assist in cutting costs. Therefore 
the way we drive, the car we buy, the loads we transport and the equipment we install in our 
vehicles to monitor fuel are important. Even monitoring the energy crisis of the world has 
become vital.  
In the August edition of the South Africa’s leading motoring magazine, CAR (2008:90), some 
useful fuel management ‘tips’ were provided:     
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 Reduce the quantity on fuel used per vehicle. The recent dramatic rise in fuel 
prices, caused by the sudden increase in the price of crude oil, has caught both the 
motoring public and the industry by surprise. For years, many manufacturers and 
energy companies have been working on various ways to reduce the cost of 
motoring, ranging from hybrids, fuel cells and electric cars, to alternative fuels. 
Hybrids are slowly becoming available, but none of the other alternatives is 
production ready. Most alternative fuels are also still in the development stage, as 
they have become questionable due to an impending worldwide food crisis. 
 
 There is no short-term solution. The best one can do is to consider ways to 
reducing the amount of fuel being used. It goes without saying that your car should 
be in a good state of tune, the tyres should be at the recommended pressure, and 
the brakes should not bind. A lot can be achieved by driving in a manner that uses 
less fuel, but many people will consider downsizing to a smaller car.  
 
 Economical driving. This is the most sensible alternative. Major fuel savings can 
often be achieved by changing your driving habits, as the following considerations 
show: 
 
1. Drive off immediately after starting the car in the morning. Do not let it idle 
for any length of time, especially when the engine is below normal operating 
temperature. This will reduce the amount of time the engine has to inhale the 
over-rich fuel mixture required for starting and idling. Such a mixture is 
wasteful, and contaminates the oil.  Allow the engine operate best at a 
temperature of over 85 degrees Celsius, the level where all the clearances 
between the parts are as designed. In fact, very little engine wear occurs at 
normal operating temperature, and on long journeys most engine wear 
occurs in the first ten minutes. 
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2. Drive at a reasonable pace in town. This saves a lot of fuel compared with 
speeding-up whenever you get a chance. Stay with the traffic, because if you 
slow down too  much in the mistaken belief that you are  using less fuel, you 
will not only be an obstruction, but you may also have to change down to a 
lower gear. A lower gear usually, but not always, means your vehicle will 
use more fuel. 
3. One of the major differences between a good driver and a bad one is that the 
former exhibits a far greater degree of anticipation. Passengers become 
subconsciously aware of this because a bad driver brakes more often. An 
engine supplies energy to the drive wheels, and every time a car slows 
down, whether by braking or coasting, some of this energy is transformed 
into heat, resulting in fuel being wasted. To get up to cruising speed again 
requires more energy from the engine that the car would have needed to 
remain at the former cruising speed. 
4. Whenever a car maintains a constant speed on a level road, the fact that no 
acceleration takes place indicates that the engine is supplying just enough 
power to balance the sum of all the frictional forces trying to slow the car 
down. A higher cruising speed requires more power, because the frictional 
forces are greater. The biggest frictional component results from the 
resistance, and this increases as the square of the speed, meaning that the 
resistance at 100 km/h is four times as high as it is at 50 km/h. At 120km/h it 
is (120/100) squared, or 1,44 times (44 per cent higher) than what it is at 
100km/h. This explains why vehicles show a marked increase in fuel 
consumption when cruising at 120km/h compared with 100km/h. The moral: 
lower your cruising speed on a freeway. 
5. The load the car carries affects the fuel consumption in different ways, 
depending on how it is carried. If the extra mass is inside the vehicle, this 
increases the total mass, so the engine has to work harder to accelerate up to 
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any speed. This implies that driving in a hilly country will show an increase 
in fuel consumption. However, an inside load does not affect the air 
resistance, so the fuel consumption will not change significantly when 
cruising on a level road at a constant speed. However, an extra load carried 
on the roof or in a trailer will affect the fuel consumption in the same way as 
a load carried inside, but in addition will also increase the air resistance 
dramatically, so that it is far better to carry a load inside a vehicle than 
outside. CAR also compared the fuel consumption achieved by a Mitsubishi 
Triton 3,2 Di-D double-cab 4x4 over a129,8 km route, whilst  obeying all 
the speed limits. It was first tested on its own, and later with an Echo 
Roadster off-road trailer carrying 300 kg of cement bags. On its own, the 
Mitsubishi used fuel at the rate of 8,37 liters/100km, but the addition of the 
trailer and load increased the average consumption to10,27 liters/100 km. 
6. One can also save a few per cent of the precious liquid by driving with the 
air-conditioning switched off, or by driving with all the windows closed, but 
we cannot see anybody doing this regularly. 
 
 Buying a more economical vehicle. It is important not to panic and change to a 
smaller car, or diesel, without a careful examination of your transport 
requirements. In fact, changing your vehicle is seldom a viable alternative, because 
you have to spend a lot of money in the hope of eventually saving on fuel costs. 
An overall review of your expenses will often show that your fuel costs have 
decreased, but that your monthly outlay has actually increased because you are 
paying a larger installment on a smaller vehicle. In most cases, it would be more 
economical to keep your present vehicle, make sure that it is in a good state of 
tune, and drive sensibly. The sidebar shows an easy way to get an estimate of the 
time it will take to recover the extra cost of changing to a smaller vehicle or a 
diesel. If you decide to downsize, your choice of replacement vehicle is very 
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important. You cannot just pick a vehicle with a smaller engine, and expect to use 
less fuel.  
 
The purchase of diesel cars should be a carefully considered decision 
 
 Very small engines do not always use the least amount of fuel. At any speed up to 
100 km/h, a 1,0 liter Daihatshu was more economical than a 1,6-liter Volkswagen 
Golf, but as soon as the cruising speed exceeded 100 km/h, the smaller engine 
came close to full-throttle running, and the fuel consumption increased 
dramatically. At about 122 km/h the two cars used the same amount of fuel, and at 
any speed above that the smaller Daihatsu used more fuel. The message is that a 
small engine is fine for town driving, but on the open road a bigger engine is 
better. One cannot go too big, however, and experience has shown that a 1,6-liter 
engine is the best compromise between purchase price, economy, power output 
and speed. Most cars in this class will carry five people and cruise happily at 
national speeds. A good choice is between BMWs 318, 323 and 328 which share 
the same body shell, so their respective drag coefficients will be similar. This 
implies that at any constant speed they’ll need about the same amounts of fuel, 
apart from the higher frictional losses inside a bigger engine. Does this mean they 
will use the same amount of fuel in daily motoring? No. The bigger-engine models 
will be heavier and must require more fuel to accelerate, but at speeds over 160 
km/h, the 323i and the 328i should use less fuel than the 318i. Toyota has been 
selling the Pruis hybrid here for some time, but no other manufacturer is doing so. 
It is a lot of car for the money, and an interesting technical exercise, but it is only 
economical in town driving. At cruising speed the electrical power unit cannot 
come into play, so the car has to rely entirely on a 15-liter petrol unit. This has 
been specially tuned for economy, but cannot compete with diesel engine 
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efficiency so that it uses more fuel above about 100 km/h than an equivalent 
diesel. 
 
 Fuel shaving devices. Such gadgets are usually a waste of money. They either do 
not work, or will cause long-term damage. Yes, we know there are many websites 
that promise amazing improvements in fuel economy, but their logic breaks down 
when you ask the selling agent one simple question: If your gadget or additive is 
so good, why do the major motor manufactures spend billions of dollars to get a 
one percent improvement in fuel economy, when all they need to do is to 
incorporate your device? The answer we often get is that some major company is 
busy evaluating their device. Our response is that the device will become credible 
when a major automotive manufacturer decides to use it. 
 
 Calculating the fuel price. These details have been taken from the Department of 
Mineral Resources Webpage (http://www.dmr.gov.za). The latest Cape Town 
prices are R12,09 for petrol and R10,05 ofr diesel. We assume the increase has 
been confined to the basic fuel price. Based on the previous values, these show 
that 39 per cent (for petrol) and 28 per cent (for diesel) have been added in the 
form of direct and indirect taxes to the basic fuel price. The wholesale margins are 
6,0 per cent for petrol and 5,0 per cent for diesel, which is certainly not excessive. 
The retail margins are 7,0 per cent for petrol and 6,0 and 8,0 per cent for diesel. 
Note that the retail diesel fuel price is not controlled. 
 
Running a major operation on a profit margin of 5,0 or 6,0 per cent is certainly not 
excessive. 
 
An easy way to make a quick comparison of the cost of running different vehicles 
is to calculate the present cost of covering 100 kilometers. This calculation does 
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not take into account depreciation or any other variables, such as the worsening in 
fuel consumption as time goes by. These variables, as well as the change in fuel 
price over the years, can only be guessed at, but the answers you get from 
calculations will at least give you some idea of what to expect. This calculation 
can assist the SAPS management in their planning for the procurement processes. 
For example, to compare petrol engine Volkswagen Golf 1,6 Comfort line with a 
Golf 1,9 TDI Comfort line, proceed as follows; 
o The 1,6-liter petrol Golf consumes 9,89 liters to cover 100 km (on 
average). At R9,72 per liter, every 100 km will cost 9,89 x 9,72 = 
R96,13. 
o The 1,9 TDI  (diesel) Golf uses 6,64 l/100 km and at R11,29 per 
liter, every 100 km costs 6,64 x11,29 =R74,97. 
o This means that for every 100 km traveled, the diesel VW scores 
R96,13- R74,97 = R21.16 over the petrol version. 
     
 The 1,6-liter petrol model costs R203 500 and the 1,9 TDI costs R218 600. This 
means the TDI costs R15 100 more than the petrol version, so that in order to 
make up the difference you would have to save R21,16 a total of (15 100) /21,16 = 
714 times. This amounts 714 x 100 = 71 300 km, provided the fuel price remains 
unchanged. At an average mileage of 20 000 km per year, this amounts to about 
3,6 years. 
 
 This is not a very high mileage, and shows that this particular diesel is worth 
considering. However, there are other models where the price difference between 
diesel and petrol units is greater, less, or even zero. In addition, on some models 
the consumption advantage of diesel engines is smaller. Also keep in mind that 
some petrol and diesel engines have the same service intervals, but in other cases 
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diesel engines need more frequent servicing. This cost difference has to be 
included in the final calculation.  
 
 The same type of calculation can also be used to compare different petrol-engine 
models. (These calculations use fuel index estimates, and Cape Town fuel prices 
on June 2008). 
 
3.7 ENERGY CRISIS 
       
The world is facing a two-pronged energy crisis. Not only is there a movement away from 
fossil fuels because the suppliers of crude oil are dwindling, but there is also a serious attempt 
to reduce the carbon content of fuel because combustion increases the carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere, accelerating the process of global warming (White Paper on Renewable Energy 
November 2003). The solution offered varies from well-considered alternatives to madcap 
schemes. 
 
3.8 CURRENT FUELS 
      
Suitable fuels can be classified into fossil fuels, created from renewable sources of energy such 
as wind, biomass, waves and solar power. Alternative fossil fuels include natural gas, syn-fuels 
(liquid fuel created from natural gas), liquefied petroleum gas and hydrogen produced from 
natural gas. Regenerative fuels include methane, methanol and ethanol (if these fuels are 
created from biomass) and bio-diesel, which is a mixture of a fossil-based diesel fuel and a 
biomass derivative. Hydrogen produced from biomass, or generated by electrolysis (passing an 
electrical current through water), is classed as regenerative if the energy comes from renewable 
sources (White Paper on Renewable Energy November 2003). 
 
What fuel will be used for future petrol/diesel engines? 
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Future petrol engine fuels  
  
1. Compressed natural gas (cng) 
2. Liquefied petroleum gas (lpg) 
3. Alcohol-based fuels. Ethanol is preferred 
over methanol because it is 
manufactured from sugar cane in Brazil 
and wheat in the USA, making 
renewable resources. Ethanol has about 
two-thirds the energy and heat value of 
petrol and, as a result, it requires a richer 
mixture, leading to heavier fuel 
consumption. Methanol is manufactured 
from natural hydrocarbons such as coal, 
natural gas and heavy oil, but can be 
produced from wood residues. 
4. Hydrogen.    
   
Future diesel engine fuels   
 
Fatty-acid methyl ester (fame) is commonly known as bio-diesel, and the term applies 







3.9 FUEL CARDS 
 
Fuel cards have become a multi-purpose tool, helping fleets monitor charges and repairs. Fleet 
executives say fuel cards have evolved into a data-gathering tool that allows them to alert 
drivers to the best fuel prices, track and plan vehicle maintenance and repair, and monitor 
driver spending by comparing fuel expenses with operating data. “Fuel cards prevent drivers 
from charging unauthorized expenses and allow carriers to monitor their business expenses in a 
more efficient manner” said Bills Wessels, marketing director at Collective Data Inc., at North 
Liberty, Iowa. His is a firm that develops fleet management software. Daily spending reports 
delivered electronically and broken down into categories also help carriers make adjustments 
more quickly and exert control over more areas, said the nation’s largest fuel card user. Fuel 
cards reports “break down all components of the purchase….not just how much was purchased 
and what price,” Whitten said. They also separate fuel purchases from purchases of products 
and services and break down purchases by location. Although there are other ways for carriers 
to track expenses, including bank-issued credit cards, most fleets use fuel cards because “credit 
cards have limitations when it comes to collecting point-of-sale data that are needed to manage 
a fleet, said Bryn Foe, executive vice president at card issuer T-Check Systems (Foe, 2006). 
Most fuel card providers give fleet customers access to the provider’s fuel price database and 
Web site so dispatchers can tell drivers where they can buy fuel at the lowest price, said Dave 
Rewers (2006), vice president of sales at card issuer Fleet One, Nashville, Team. 
 
Gustav Thiel (SA Corruption Issue, January 2004) reports that “… the misuse of petrol cards 
costs the government and many businesses millions of Rands annually. Of the 1,8 million petrol 
cards in circulation, the 600 000 fleet cards are the most prone to fraud.  The government’s 
transport fleet has been especially hard-hit by fuel card fraud. Fleet fuel cards are used for all 
sorts of purchases, including lounge suites, and in some cases people even generate a second 
income by using the cards”. The introduction of eFuel proximity device on government 
vehicles by the Department of Transport has saved the government R60 million (SA Corruption 
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Issue, January 2004). Most companies, however, lack adequate fuel management procedures 
and very little scrutiny of spending on fuel exists. While fuel accounts for about 40 percent of a 
fleet’s operational costs, only 3 percent of fleet operators have automated and secure fuel 




It is expected of all SAPS station commanders and drivers of SAPS vehicles to contribute to the 
administrative process of fuel and oil management. Therefore it is of utmost importance that 
policy and procedures are understood and complied with at all times. The next chapter of this 
thesis describes the research methodology followed in addressing the study research questions 











The previous three chapters of this thesis provided a theoretical and philosophical background 
to understanding the rationale and research problem of the study at hand. In this chapter the 
researcher will be discussing how he went about addressing the research questions and 
hypotheses.  
 
4.2 RESEARCH APPROACH AND DESIGN 
 
The overarching research aim of the study was to contribute to the NPM theory by exploring, 
describing and analysing the effective and efficient management (perceptions, attitudes and 
behaviours) of SAPS vehicle fuel and oil by a representative sample of all station commanders 
in the SAPS. More specifically, to answer the following four (4) research questions and confirm 




 What are the general vehicle fuel and oil management knowledge of a 
representative sample of all station commanders in the SAPS? 
 What are the specific SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management policy knowledge of 
a representative sample of all station commanders in the SAPS?  
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 What are the thoughts of SAPS station commanders concerning the behaviour of 
SAPS officials under their control with regards to effective and efficient SAPS 
vehicle fuel and oil usage?  
 What attitudes do SAPS officials have towards effective and efficient SAPS 
vehicle fuel and oil usage according to a representative sample of all station 




 A representative sample of all SAPS station commanders do not have adequate 
SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management policy knowledge as to manage fuel usage 
in the SAPS effectively and efficiently. 
 A representative sample of all SAPS station commanders perceive that police 
officials manage their private vehicles different compared to their state vehicles.  
 
These questions and hypotheses required more than one approach (quantitative and qualitative), 
in other words, triangulation. Quantitatively (Positivistic Paradigm), a quasi-experimental once-
off two (2) measurement (perception survey and knowledge test) design was used, whilst 
qualitatively (Descriptive-Interpretive Paradigm [Hermeneutics]), a comprehensive literature 
review was conducted in terms of all relevant legislation, policy, strategy, structure, and 
operational procedures relating to effective and efficient fuel usage in the SAPS. The same was 




The research questions and hypotheses required that the study could be generalised to all SAPS 
station commanders in the Republic of South Africa (RSA). Thus, the sample had to be large 
enough to reduce the difference between the sample mean and the population parameter 
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(addressing the standard error of the mean [SEM]). Sensitivity had to be exercised regarding 
systematic biases while selecting the sample mean. In addition, because the overall purpose of 
the study required analysis of the sub-group effects among the overall sample, a stratified 
sampling design had to be employed in order to adequately measure sub-group differences. The 
stratified sampling design required a much larger overall sample than would have been 
necessary in terms of answering the research questions for the SAPS station commanders’ 
population as a whole. Another aspect that had to be considered was non-compliance (the 
possibility that some SAPS station commanders might not want to participate in the study and 
as a consequence would not sign the voluntary permission form to participate in the study). In 
an attempt to address the above-mentioned possible difficulties, the sample mean was selected 
to approximate the population mean in order to increase the statistical power of the study.  
 
Statisticians have determined that if a research study has populations with equal means and the 
researcher draws samples of size 15 repeatedly and compute a t statistic each time, then 95% of 
the time t values in the range – 2.048 to 2.048 will be obtained. This sampling distribution is 
extremely important for it gives the researcher a frame of reference for judging what a large 
value of t is. The t-statistic informs the researcher of whether the difference in sample means is 
large enough, given sampling error (the sample mean is only an estimate of the population 
mean and as a consequence it will generally be in error), to suggest that the underlying 
population means are different. Thus, if the t value is 2.56, it would be very plausible to reject 
the null hypothesis, therefore accepting that there are no statistically significant changes 
between groups or sub-groups. However, there is always a chance that an error may have 
occurred, because it is possible (although very improbable) to obtain a large t value, even when 
the population means are equal. This is called a type I error. The researcher must decide how 
much of a risk he or she is willing to take in possibly making a type I error. Of course, one 
would want that risk to be small, and many have decided that a 5% risk is small enough 







Subsequently, the size of the current study sample was determined by the criteria that the 
sample mean should be within a 5% variance of the population mean with a 99% confidence 
level. 
 
At the time of conducting the study (2015), the SAPS had one thousand one hundred and thirty 
five (1135) stations within the nine (9) provinces of the Republic of South Africa (RSA), each 



















0 -2.0480 2.0480 
= 95% of the t values 
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Map of the Republic of South Africa 
 
 
Three hundred and fifty nine (359) SAPS station commanders voluntarily participated in the 
study, representing 32% of the population, as per Table 4. For the sake of confidentiality the 
identification of the specific participants and their stations are not noted but the original 





















4.4 DATA COLLECTION METHOD 
 
Through an extensive literature review it was established that there were no credible measuring 
instruments available at the time of the study for measuring the effective and efficient fuel and 
oil management perceptions and knowledge of SAPS station commanders. As a consequence, 
these instruments had to be developed. The research problem required measuring instruments 
that would translate the research hypotheses into numerical variables that would represent data 
that could be collected in a standardised way and that could then be analysed via statistical 
procedures. In terms of measuring perceptions and policy knowledge (memory), the most 
appropriate method of eliciting such data from a large sample of participants in a real-life work 
setting over which the researcher would have no control would be through the direct method 
(Breakwell, Hammond & Fife-Schaw, 2000:47). Direct methods include any stimulus to self-
report (e.g. interviewing and self-completion questionnaires). Due to practical, logistical and 
time constraints it was decided to make use of a self-completion questionnaire to obtain the 
required data so as to be able to address the research problem and objectives.  
 
Table 4   
Study sample comparative to population parameter  
Population of SAPS station commanders  
(at the time of conducting the study [2015]) 
Number of SAPS station commanders that 







Note. The study sample represents 31.62% of all SAPS station commanders, at the time of 
conducting the study. 
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A focus group consisting of the researcher, the study supervisor, a measuring instrument 
development expert, a statistician, a language editor, senior SAPS managers, and police 
academics was established with the purpose of developing the perception questionnaire and 
knowledge test in terms of foundational face validity, content validity and construct validity. 
The efforts of the focus group led to the development of a 19-item perception questionnaire, 
focusing on the perceptions SAPS station commanders regarding the effective and efficient fuel 
and oil management within their police stations (Annexure ‘D’), as well as a 20-item 
knowledge test on the SAPS National Instruction 4 of 2011: State vehicles, that relates to 
effective and efficient fuel and oil management, Standard Bank fuel card procedures, and other 
SAPS policies that relate to effective and efficient management of fuel and oil within the SAPS, 
(Annexure ‘E’).  
 
All the items of the 19-item perception questionnaire were structured and closed-ended with a 
five-point Likert-scale option ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree, and a final 
option of no opinion.  
 
Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree I do not have an 
opinion 
 
The item scales were of an ordinal level of measurement and each scale was assigned a 
numerical value to identify differences of choice (including quality) among the research 
participants. However, the scores were measured on an interval scale, meaning that the 
categories (scales) were mutually exclusive, mutually exhaustive, rank-ordered, and the 






Positive item scoring values 
Strongly 
disagree 
₁ Disagree ₂ Agree ₃ Strongly 
agree 




Negative item scoring values 
Strongly 
disagree 
₄ Disagree ₃ Agree ₂ Strongly 
agree 





The 19-item perception questionnaire was divided into four (4) sections: 
 Section A: Purpose of the study 
 Section B: Instructions and guidelines on how to complete the  
questionnaire 
 Section C: Participant’s biographical information 
 Section D: Items measuring the  perceptions of SAPS station commanders  
regarding effective and efficient fuel and oil management 
 
Table 5  
‘Section D’ Items of the perception questionnaire 
1. Most police officials deliberately fill up their state vehicles before a fuel price 
increase takes effect, so as to save cost on fuel consumption 
2. A lot more money would be saved compared to what is currently the case, if police 
officials filled state vehicles with fuel before a fuel price increase took effect 
3. Police officials believe that it is more important to know how many times they fill 
the tank of their private vehicles every month compared to the state vehicles that 
they use 
4. Police officials believe that it is more important to keep record of how much money 
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they spend on fuel for their private vehicles compared to the state vehicles they use 
5. Most police officials know the fuel consumption per 100km of  the state vehicles 
they drive 
6. Most police officials believe that it is important when planning their route to know 
how far their state vehicles can travel on a full tank of fuel 
7. Most police officials believe that it is important to know the capacity of a state 
vehicle’s fuel tank 
8. Most police officials believe that it is important to manage a state vehicle’s fuel 
consumption 
9. Most police officials believe that it is important to know the price of fuel per liter at 
all times so as to save money, but do not consider this when it comes to driving state 
vehicles 
10. Police officials always service state vehicles as required by the vehicle’s maintenance 
booklet 
11. If a vehicle is serviced regularly and on time as prescribed in its maintenance 
booklet, the vehicle will be more fuel-efficient compared to when it is not serviced 
regularly and on time 
12. It is important to inspect a vehicle on a regular basis so as to prevent potential fuel 
inefficiency 
13. The condition of a vehicle’s tyres does not have an impact on the fuel efficiency of a 
vehicle  
14. Tyre pressure does have an impact on the fuel efficiency of a vehicle 
15. Most police officials fill up their state vehicles every time they stop at a fuel supplier 
16. Most police officials take care not to park state vehicles in the sun as this could 
contribute to loss of fuel in the fuel tank  
17. Most police officials believe that it is not important to know by how much the fuel 
price has increased 
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18. Most police officials believe that it is not important to know by how much the fuel 
price has decreased  
19. Most police officials treat state vehicles the same way they treat their privately 
owned vehicles  
 
Of the nineteen (19) items on the perception questionnaire, all the items, except for items 3, 4, 
19, 13, 15, and 17 which were reverse coded, were stated in the same direction with strongly 
agree and agree indicating positive opinions concerning fuel and oil management by all station 
commanders in the SAPS. To further strengthen the face validity, content validity and construct 
validity of both the perception questionnaire and the knowledge test, a pilot study was 
conducted amongst the SAPS Top Management at National Head Office who have the 
responsibility and accountability of effectively and efficiently managing fuel and oil nationally. 
Seven (7) participants from this group, as well as the station commanders from police stations 
in the Wynberg Cluster namely Wynberg, Steenberg, Diepriver and Grassy Park police stations 
in the Western Cape Province, participated in the pilot study. 
 
All the items of the 20-item knowledge test were designed with reference to the contents of the 
SAPS National Instruction 4 of 2011: State vehicles, which relates to effective and efficient fuel 
and oil management, Standard Bank fuel card procedures, and other SAPS policies that guide 
effective and efficient management of fuel and oil in SAPS. At the time of conducting the study, 
the knowledge test was administered to the SAPS National Head: Vehicle Fleet, as well as the 
management personnel of this unit to evaluate the said knowledge test in terms of validity. The 
SAPS National Head Vehicle Fleet Management, and his personnel, had to decide whether the 
knowledge test adequately measured the content of the said SAPS National Instruction 4 of 
2011. The SAPS member responsible for Policy and Control positive response in terms of the 




All the items of the knowledge test were structured and closed-ended with four (4) to six (6) 
Likert-scale options, but each item had a correct as appose to an incorrect answer. 
 
The 20-item knowledge test was divided into four (4) sections: 
 
 Section A: Purpose of the study/test 
 Section B: Instructions and guidelines on how to complete the test 
 Section C: Participant’s biographical information 
 Section D: Items measuring knowledge in terms of South African Police  




‘Section D’  Items of the knowledge questionnaire 
1 All authorised drivers of state motor vehicles must be conversant with: 
 
 A Standing Force Order 3A of 1987 (National Instructions) 
B Standing Force Order (General) 3A of 1986 (National Instruction) 
C Standing Force Order (General) 3A of 1985 (National Instruction) 
D None of the above 
 
2 For a member of the South African Police Service (SAPS) to get authorisation for 
driving a state motor vehicle he/she needs the following official document: 
 
 A Valid driver’s license 
B Valid learner’s license  




D A and B 
E None of the above 
 
3 The purpose of the official document kept in all the state vehicles is: 
 
 A To exercise control and to reflect a true record of the use of a South African Police 
Service (SAPS) vehicle  
B To exercise control and reflect a true record used for inspection purposes 
C To keep for audit purposes 
D A, B and C  
E None of the above 
 
4 The official document that needs to be kept in the state vehicle at all times is: 
 
 A The SAP 132(a) and (b) 
B The SAP 132(a) 
C SAP 132(b) 
D None of the above 
 
5 Each time the fuel tank of the state vehicle is filled, the transaction must be recorded:  
 
 A At the back of the SAP 132(a) 
B At the back of the SAP 132(b) 
C At the back of the SAP 132(a) and (b) 




6 Whenever a driver receives and signs for a state vehicle it is important to: 
 
 A Check that the police vehicle is roadworthy  
B Check the tyres and the fuel level of the police vehicle 
C Check that the official document is completed correctly by the previous driver of 
the police vehicle 
D A, B and C 
 E None of the above 
 
7 On receiving a fuel slip from a fuel attendant, the South African Police Service (SAPS) 
member must act as follows:   
 
 A Sign the slip and leave it with the attendant to collect at the end of the month 
B It is not necessary to keep records of petrol transactions on the reverse side of the 
official document if the fuel slip/receipt is available 
C It is necessary to keep the original of the slip so that you can reflect it at the end of 
the month 
D  None of the above  
 
8 When signing  the official document, for the keys of a state vehicle , the respective 
member: 
 
 A Is not responsible for the vehicle’s petrol card 
B Is responsible for the vehicle’s petrol card 
C The petrol card is kept at the Community Safety Centre and is the commander’s 
responsibility 
D All of the above 
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E None of the above 
 
9 It is the responsibility of each driver when receiving the fuel slip from the attendant to 
verify that: 
 
 A The kilometre reading, registration number and litre intake are correct before 
placing his/her signature on the petrol slip/receipt (Fuel Card Manual) 
B The litre intake and kilometre reading are correct before placing his/her signature 
on the petrol slip/receipt 
C The registration number and kilometre reading are correct before placing his/her 
signature on the petrol slip/receipt 
D All of the above 
E None of the above 
 
10 When signing a fuel slip/receipt, the member must include: 
 
 A Their identity number and surname 
B Their persal and identity number 
C Their persal number and surname 
D None of the above 
E A and B 
 
11 A police official is entitled to travel with a state vehicle between his/her residence and 
place of work: 
 
 A Only if authority is granted by the Station Commander   




C None of the above 
D A and B 
E A police official is responsible for his/her own (private) transport between 
residence and place of work 
 
12 A member of the South African Police Service (SAPS) may transport his/her 
immediate family to their places of employment, diverting from their official rout:  
 
 A Only if authority is granted by the Station Commander or direct commander 
B Authority is granted by their direct commander 
C No authority is needed if not diverting from their official route 
D No member is permitted to convey any immediate family in a police vehicle to 
his/her place of employment 
E A and B 
F None of the above 
 
13 In a normal situation all South African Police Service (SAPS) drivers are permitted to 
exceed speed limits, disobey road signs and ignore the rules and regulations of the 
Road Traffic Act, because: 
 
 A They are authorised by their Departmental Orders 
B They do not fall under the Laws of the Road Traffic Act 
C They do fall under the Laws of the Road Traffic Act and cannot disobey as in the 
above statement 




14 The duties of weekly inspections on state vehicles and making inspection entries on 
the reverse side of the official document belong to: 
 
 A The immediate commander (direct line manager) 
B The Station Commander 
C The driver of the vehicle 
D A, B and C 
E None of the above 
 
15 In the column at the back of the official document for the fuel and engine oil, the 
following must be recorded: 
 
 A The date and quantity of fuel received 
B The quantity of fuel received 
C The date, origin of receipt and quantity of fuel 
D All of the above 
E None of the above 
 
16 The fuel card was introduced into the South African Police Service (SAPS) to: 
 
 A Minimise corruption      
B To raise efficiency of administration 
C Raise efficiency of administration and to decrease the burden of fuel administration 
D None of the above 
E B and C 
 
17 WestBank, the contractor, will supply a monthly statement for each state vehicle.  This 
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can be used by the commanders as follows: 
 
 A To determine where the member has travelled with the vehicle 
B The statement will show how much fuel was supplied to the vehicle 
C It will show how much fuel was supplied and what the fuel consumption was 
D All of the above 
E None of the above 
 
18 After a state vehicle has been given fuel and oil by the supplier, the driver will be in 
possession of a speed point slip or a sales voucher. These slips serves as: 
 
 A Proof of transaction   
B Proof of transaction and must be used as source document 
C Proof of transaction, must be used as source document to certify fuel and oil 
consumption at the end of the month 
D A and B 
E None of the above 
F All of the above 
 
19 The entries of all fuel and oil transactions that are recorded at the back of the official 
document by the South African Police Service (SAPS) member every time he/she put 
fuel in a state vehicle must be: 
 
 A Compared with the speed point slips 
B Handed in at Logistics  
C Compared with the speed point slips and sales vouchers on hand 
D A and B 
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E None of the above 
F All of the above 
 
20 All transactions regarding fuel must be: 
 
 A Certified as correct daily 
B Certified as correct or incorrect weekly 
C Certified as correct or incorrect monthly 





The distinctness of the study made the preparation phase of the thesis of paramount importance. 
Once the research proposal and ethical clearance application were endorsed (Annexure ‘A’) by 
the University of KwaZulu-Natal Humanities and Social Sciences Research Ethics Committee 
(HSSREC), application was made, for gate-keeper approval, to the Strategic Management 
Component of the SAPS, Head Office. Thankfully, the research plan was also approved by the 
SAPS Strategic Management Component (Annexure ‘B’).  
 
The assistance of the SAPS top management was indispensable in administering the 19-item 
fuel and oil management perception questionnaire, and the 20-item SAPS fuel and oil 
management policy knowledge test. Station commanders meet regularly for provincial 
meetings. It is during these prearranged meetings (one per each of the nine [9] provinces), that 
the deputy provincial commissioner (for each province) and researcher, informed the station 
commanders of the current study and asked those that were willing to autonomously and 
confidentially partake in the study to please complete the perception survey and closed book 
knowledge test. When the time limited of thirty (30) minutes was reached the completed 
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measures were collected by the researcher. All the participants were thanked for their 
contributions and informed that a copy of the final research report would be made available to 
each, on request. After completion of the data analysis the original completed measures were 
stowed in a safe storage facility on the Howard College Campus of the University of KwaZulu-
Natal, and will be kept there for the next six (6) years.  
 
4.6 PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED  
 
It is possible but not necessarily probable that some South African Police Service (SAPS) 
station commanders did not perceive participation as voluntary, as the researcher at the time of 
conducting the study, was a Major General in the SAPS. However, it could be argued that the 
mere participation rate (359 out of 1135) negates the possibility of forced participation. It is 
also conceivable that some station commanders did not reveal their relatively ‘true’ perceptions 




By following the research methodology and procedures that were discussed in this chapter, it 
was possible to measure the perceptions and knowledge of SAPS station commanders 
concerning the effective and efficient management of fuel and oil in the SAPS. The next 












Every step in the research process not only follows a systematic sequence but also 
overlaps and is interrelated. The research process followed in this study was no 
different. In the previous chapter the research paradigm, approach and design were 
discussed. The current chapter presents the data analysis procedures that were followed. 
An interpretation of the results is provided in chapter 6. 
 
5.2 DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES USED 
 
According to Breakwell, Hammond, and Fife-Schaw (2000), Bryman (2012), de Vos 
(2004), Maxfield and Babbie (2012), Neuman (2011), Pratt (2012), and Stevens (2002), 
the selection of appropriate statistical tests in analysing numerical data is firstly 
dependent on the objectives of the study. More specifically, it must be determined 
whether the study attempts to establish relationships (associations and correlations), 
differences (between groups), or both. According to Cohen (1977) and Gill (2001), 
there are two categorical groupings of statistical tests that one can choose from when it 
comes to analysing numerical data, namely parametric tests and non-parametric tests. 
Parametric tests have certain assumptions about the distribution of scores in the 




 The population scores must be normally distributed (have the classic 
‘bellshaped’ curve), or the distribution (hypothetical) sample means must 
be normally distributed. 
 The study must also have selected a random sample from this population of 
scores. 
 
Non-parametric tests should not be seen as inferior to parametric tests because non-
parametric tests are more appropriate for use with ordinal and categorical measures 
where the mean is not an appropriate measure of central tendency. To truly establish the 
normality of a distribution, one would need to be able to estimate its mean and variance 
and thus it is difficult to establish this assumption with ordinal and categorical data 
(Girden, 1992). 
 
According to Stevens (2002), Breakwell et al. (2000) and de Vos (2004), other aspects 
that must be considered in selecting the most appropriate statistical tests in analysing 
numerical data are: 
 
 The type of variables being measured.  
 The alpha criterion (also known as the treatment or size effect).  
 The level of measurement. In practice researchers use parametric statistics 





As a consequence, the current research project made use of non-parametric (frequency 
distribution and chi-square) statistical techniques on the univariate level to analyse the 
raw data obtained.    
 
5.3 BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION OF PARTICIPANTS 
 
The biographical information of the study partakers, as reflected in Table 7 presents for 
some interesting reading. It is startling to note that twenty one (21) years since the 
establishment of the SAPS, the organisation is notwithstanding grappling with race and 
gender representation in station commander positions. Statistics South Africa’s 2014 
mid-year estimates (31 July) denoted that women embodied fifty one percent (51%) of 
the country’s population, whilst black ethnicity exhibited just over eighty percent 
(80%). From a gender perspective, the number of female South African Police Service 
(SAPS) station commanders, at the time of conducting the study, was a whopping 
twenty nine percent (29%) lower than the South African population parameter, and the 
quantity of Black ethnical station commanders fell short by twenty eight percent (28%). 
In juxtapose, the other three (3) ethnic groups were all over represented (White Ethnic 
station commanders by 19%; Indian/Asian Ethnic station commanders by 05.50%; and 
Coloured Ethnic station commanders by 03.60%). On average, most SAPS station 
commanders indicated that they had twenty nine (29) years’ police experience, 
including twenty three (23) years driving a motor vehicle. Which would imply that 
most SAPS station commanders, at the time of conducting the study, had obtained eight 
(8) years’ police experience in the apartheid political era South African Police (SAP), 
or obtained police experience in any of the other ten (10) police agencies that were 
formally rationalised and amalgamated into the SAPS, on the 27th of January 1995. 
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With a mean age of fourty eight (48), most of the study participants started their police 
careers at the tender age of nineteen (19), and unless apply for a higher post, stay in the 
same position for the next twelve (12) years (retirement age of 60) as either, a Captain 
or Lieutenant Colonel or Colonel. It is clear from the contents of Table 7 that career 
progression to station commander for women and black police officials in the SAPS is 
still hampered by a ‘glass ceiling’, and that SAPS interventions to address race and 
gender equity have had a slow impact, at best.         
 
Table 7 
Biographical information of participants 
GENDER 
Male ♂ Female ♀ 
N % N % 
280 78% 79 22% 
 
RACE 
African Asian Coloured White 







Captain Major Lieutenant 
Colonel 
08.50% 12.00% 23.70% 00.90% 22.80% 
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Note. ‘N’ indicates ‘number’, and ‘%’ represents ‘percentage’.  
 
 
5.4 SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE SERVICE (SAPS) STATION COMMANDERS’ 
PERCEPTIONS AND POLICY KNOWLEDGE OF VEHICLE FUEL AND OIL 
MANAGEMENT IN THE SAPS 
 
5.4.1 SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE SERVICE (SAPS) STATION COMMANDERS’ 
PERCEPTIONS OF VEHICLE FUEL AND OIL MANAGEMENT IN THE 
SAPS 
 
A factor analysis (VARIMAX technique, SPSS 17.0) conducted on the 19-item SAPS 
fuel and oil perception questionnaire identified two (2) factors that met the latent root 
criterion (also known as the eighenvalue-one criterion or the Kaiser criterion) of 
eighenvalue greater than 1.0 (as indicated in Table 8). 
 
Table 8 
Study measuring instrument Factor Loadings 




 The rationale being that each observed variable contributes one unit of variance in the 
data set. Any factor that displays an eigenvalue greater than 1.0 accounts for a greater 
Colonel  Brigadier General 
22.60% 09.20% 00.30% 
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amount of variance than was contributed by one variable. Williams, Hollan, and 
Stevens (1983) noted that the latent root criterion has shown to produce the correct 
number of factors when the number of variables included in the analysis is small (10 to 
15) or moderate (20 to 30). The reliability coefficient (Cronbach alpha) of 0.72 for the 
19-item SAPS fuel and oil management perception questionnaire is also within the 0.7 
acceptable indicator level. 
 
Several of the items on the SAPS fuel and oil perception questionnaire were also 
inversely stated to control for manipulation.  
 
The data analysis is devided into two (2) categories. The first section discusses the 




Table 9 indicates the frequency distribution of SAPS station commanders’ responses to 
the 19-item SAPS fuel and oil perception questionnaire.  
 
Table 9 distinguishes between knowledge items (2, 11, 12, 13, and 14), behavioural-
management items (1, 5, 10, 15, 16, and 19), and perceptual items (3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17, 
and 18).   
 
More specifically, on the knowledge items, which are all stated in a positive direction, 
bar for item 13, most of the SAPS station commanders either strongly agreed or agreed 
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to all of the items, to an average strength of 87.32%. In other words, no response 
differences of kind can be discerned for the categorical item direction variable.   
 
Five (5) of the six (6) behavioural-management items of the SAPS fuel and oil 
perception questionnaire are positively stated, apart from item 15. Most of the partakers 
either disagreed or strongly disagreed with the behavioural-management statements 
however, differences of kind on the positive directional items can be noted for two (2) 
of the assertions. On item 1, most of the SAPS station commanders either agreed or 
strongly agreed (71.30%) that most police officials deliberately fill-up their state 
vehicles before a fuel price increase takes effect, so as to save cost on fuel 
consumption. On item 10, just over half (50.55%) of the SAPS station commanders 
either agreed or strongly agreed that most police officials always service state vehicles 




Frequency distribution summary of a representative sample of all SAPS station commanders’ responses to a ‘19-item self-report 
SAPS vehicle fuel and oil perception questionnaire’ 
ITEM P/N SD D A SA N/O D/N/C RT 
1 Most police officials deliberately fill-up 
their state vehicles before a fuel price 
increase takes effect, so as to save cost 
on fuel consumption.  
P 13 88 188 68 2 0 359 
03.62₁ 24.51₂ 52.36₃ 18.94₄ 00.55₀ 00.00₀ 100% 
2 A lot more money would be saved 
compared to what is currently the case, 
if police officials filled state vehicles 
with fuel before a fuel price took effect. 
P 7 7 112 233 0 0 359 
01.94₁ 01.94₂ 31.19₃ 64.90₄ 00.00₀ 00.00₀ 100% 
3 Police officials believe that it is more 
important to know how many times they 
fill the tank of their private vehicles 
every month compared to the state 
vehicles that they use. 
N 11 68 164 105 11 0 359 
03.06₄ 18.94₃ 45.68₂ 29.24₁ 03.06₀ 00.00₀ 100% 
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4 Police officials believe that it is more 
important to keep record of how much 
money they spend on fuel for their 
private vehicles compared to the state 
vehicles they use. 
N 9 62 167 119 2 0 359 
02.50₄ 17.27₃ 46.51₂ 33.14₁ 00.55₀ 00.00₀ 100% 
5 Most police officials know the fuel 
consumption per 100km of the state 
vehicles they drive. 
P 82 213 51 9 4 0 359 
22.84₁ 59.33₂ 14.20₃ 02.50₄ 01.11₀ 00.00₀ 100% 
6 Most police officials believe that it is 
important when planning their route to 
know how far their state vehicles can 
travel on a full tank of fuel.     
P 43 154 108 50 4 0 359 
11.97₁ 42.89₂ 30.08₃ 13.92₄ 01.11₀ 00.00₀ 100% 
7 Most police officials believe that it is 
important to know the capacity of a state 
vehicle’s fuel tank. 
P 22 142 141 53 1 0 359 
06.12₁ 39.55₂ 39.27₃ 14.76₄ 00.27₀ 00.00₀ 100% 
8 Most police officials believe that it is 
important to manage a state vehicle’s 
P 50 218 72 17 2 0 359 




9 Most police officials believe that it is 
important to know the price of fuel per 
liter at all times so as to save money, but 
do not consider this when it comes to 
driving state vehicles. 
N 18 76 148 114 3 0 359 
05.01₄ 21.16₃ 41.22₂ 31.75₁ 00.83₀ 00.00₀ 100% 
10 Most polices officials always service 
state vehicles as required by the 
vehicle’s maintenance booklet. 
P 52 124 146 35 1 7 358 
14.52₁ 34.63₂ 40.78₃ 09.77₄ 00.27₀ 10.29₀ 100% 
11 If a vehicle is serviced regularly and on 
time as prescribed in its maintenance 
booklet, the vehicle will be more fuel-
efficient compared to when it is not 
serviced regularly and on time. 
P 6 4 143 206 0 0 359 
01.67₁ 01.11₂ 39.83₃ 57.38₄ 00.00₀ 00.00₀ 100% 
12 It is important to inspect a vehicle on a 
regular basis so as to prevent potential 
fuel inefficiency. 
P 4 15 134 205 1 0 359 
01.11₁ 04.17₂ 37.32₃ 57.10₄ 00.27₀ 00.00₀ 100% 
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13 The condition of a vehicle’s tyres does 
not have an impact on the fuel efficiency 
of a vehicle. 
N 115 189 37 10 8 0 359 
32.03₄ 52.64₃ 10.30₂ 02.78₁ 02.22₀ 00.00₀ 100% 
14 Tyre pressure does have an impact on 
the fuel efficiency of a vehicle. 
P 21 96 137 93 11 0 358 
05.86₁ 26.81₂ 38.26₃ 25.97₄ 03.07% 00.00₀ 100% 
15 Most police officials fill up their state 
vehicles every time they stop at a fuel 
supplier. 
N 57 235 47 14 4 1 358 
15.92₄ 65.64₃ 13.12₂ 03.91₁ 01.11₀ 00.27₀ 100% 
16 Most police officials take care not to 
park state vehicles in the sun as this 
could contribute to loss of fuel in the 
fuel tank. 
P 70 228 42 8 9 2 359 
19.49₁ 63.50₂ 11.69₃ 02.22₄ 02.50₀ 00.55₀ 100% 
17 Most police officials believe that it is not 
important to know by how much the fuel 
price has increased. 
N 21 123 179 30 5 1 359 
 05.84₄ 34.26₃ 49.86₂ 08.35₁ 01.39₀ 11.77₀ 100% 
18 Most police officials believe that it is not 
important to know by how much the fuel 
N 23 162 135 33 3 3 359 


















price has decreased. 
19 Most police officials treat state vehicles 
the same way they treat their privately 
owned vehicles. 
P 172 144 30 10 2 1 359 
47.91₁ 40.11₂ 08.35₃ 02.78₄ 00.55₀ 00.27₀ 100% 
Note. ‘SD’ symbolizes, strongly disagree; ‘D’ indicates, disagree; ‘A’ reflects, agree; ‘SA’ denotes, strongly agree; ‘N/O’ 
represents, no opinion; ‘D/N/C’ designates, did not complete; ‘P’ stands for, item has a positive direction; ‘N’ signifies, item has a 
negative direction; ‘₀, ₁, ₂, ₃, ₄’are the transformative value codings. 
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As can be discerned from Table 9, the substance of the SAPS fuel and oil questionnaire 
are largely of a perceptual nature (8 out of 19), and most of these items are stated 
negatively (5 out of 8). Most of the participants either agreed or strongly agreed with 
these negative perception statements except for item 18. Here the heads of SAPS police 
stations disagreed and strongly disagreed (51.52%) that most police officials believe 




The question arises of how strong are the composite indicators on each of the scales, 
that is; (1) general vehicle fuel and oil effectiveness and efficiency knowledge of SAPS 
station commanders; (2) management feedback from SAPS station commanders with 
regards to vehicle fuel and oil efficiency behaviour of SAPS officials under their 
control; and (3), perceptions of SAPS station commanders with regards to the attitudes 
of SAPS officials towards vehicle fuel and oil effectiveness and efficiency in the 
SAPS?  
 
The decision is somewhat capricious but the indicators must be present in ample extent 
to substantiate a compelling assertion. An inclusive mean score of sixteen (16) (80%) 
or more per individual participant on the general knowledge scale (items 2, 11, 12, 13, 
and 14), with a score of five (5) to a possible twenty (20), was selected as criteria, with 
the higher demonstrating greater general knowledge (very least) of fuel and oil 
management. An inclusive mean score of fifteen (15) (62.50%) or more per individual 
participant on the behaviour-management scale (items 1, 5, 10, 15, 16, and 19), with a 
score of six (6) to a possible twenty four (24), was selected as criteria, with the higher 
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demonstrating reasonable effective and efficient fuel and oil management behaviour by 
SAPS officials under the control of SAPS station commanders. An inclusive mean 
score of twenty (20) (62.50%) or more per individual participant on the perception 
scale (items 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17, and 18), with a score of eight (8) to a possible thirty two 
(32), was selected as criteria, with the higher demonstrating SAPS station commanders 
having positive perceptions of SAPS officials attitudes towards effective and efficient 
fuel and oil usage in the SAPS.  
 
Table 10 reveals the mean scores and mean score percentages of the study participants’ 
responses to the 19-item SAPS fuel and oil perception questionnaire.  
 
Table 10 
Mean scores and mean score percentages of SAPS station commanders responses to a 









score %  
knowledge items 
2 A lot more money would be 
saved compared to what is 
currently the case, if police 
officials filled state vehicles 
with fuel before a fuel price 
took effect. 
P  1289 03.59 89.75% 
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11 If a vehicle is serviced 
regularly and on time as 
prescribed in its maintenance 
booklet, the vehicle will be 
more fuel-efficient compared 
to when it is not serviced 
regularly and on time. 
P  1267 03.52 88.23% 
12 It is important to inspect a 
vehicle on a regular basis so as 
to prevent potential fuel 
inefficiency. 
P  1256 03.49 87.46% 
13 The condition of a vehicle’s 
tyres does not have an impact 
on the fuel efficiency of a 
vehicle. 
 N 1111 03.09 77.36% 
14 Tyre pressure does have an 
impact on the fuel efficiency of 
a vehicle. 
P  996 02.78 69.55% 
Behaviour-management items 
1 Most police officials 
deliberately fill-up their state 
vehicles before a fuel price 
increase takes effect, so as to 
save cost on fuel consumption. 
P  1025 02.85 71.37% 
5 Most police officials know the P  697 01.94 48.53% 
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fuel consumption per 100km of 
the state vehicles they drive. 
10 Most polices officials always 
service state vehicles as 
required by the vehicle’s 
maintenance booklet. 
P  878 02.45 61.31% 
15 Most police officials fill up 
their state vehicles every time 
they stop at a fuel supplier. 
 N 1041 02.90 72.69% 
16 Most police officials take care 
not to park state vehicles in the 
sun as this could contribute to 
loss of fuel in the fuel tank. 
P  684 01.90 47.63% 
19 Most police officials treat state 
vehicles the same way they 
treat their privately owned 
vehicles. 
P  580 01.64 41.08% 
Perception items 
3 Police officials believe that it 
is more important to know how 
many times they fill the tank of 
their private vehicles every 
month compared to the state 
vehicles that they use. 
 N 681 01.89 47.42% 
4 Police officials believe that it  N 675 01.88 47.00% 
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is more important to keep 
record of how much money 
they spend on fuel for their 
private vehicles compared to 
the state vehicles they use. 
6 Most police officials believe 
that it is important when 
planning their route to know 
how far their state vehicles can 
travel on a full tank of fuel. 
P  875 02.43 60.93% 
7 Most police officials believe 
that it is important to know the 
capacity of a state vehicle’s 
fuel tank. 
P  941 02.62 65.52% 
8 Most police officials believe 
that it is important to manage a 
state vehicle’s fuel 
consumption. 
P  770 02.14 53.62% 
9 Most police officials believe 
that it is important to know the 
price of fuel per liter at all 
times so as to save money, but 
do not consider this when it 
comes to driving state vehicles. 
 N 710 01.97 49.44% 




Table 10 reflects overall that SAPS station commanders’ responses met the 
predetermined cut-off mean scores and mean score percentages on seven (7) of the 
nineteen (19) items of the SAPS fuel and oil perception questionnaire.  
 
More distinctly, four (4) of the five (5) items (80%) on the general knowledge scale 
achieved the inclusive mean score of sixteen (16) and mean score percentage of eighty 
five percent (80%). SAPS station commanders’ responses on item 14 fell short of the 
required mark by five percent (05.45%), as can be observed in Table 10 and Chart 4.  
 
not to park state vehicles in the 
sun as this could contribute to 
loss of fuel in the fuel tank. 
18 Most police officials believe 
that it is not important to know 
by how much the fuel price has 
decreased. 
 N 881 02.45 61.35% 





Table 10 and Chart 5 signposts that two (2) of the six (6) items (33.33% or 1/3) on the 
behaviour-management scale reached the all-encompassing mean score of fifteen (15), 
and mean score percentage of sixty two and a half percent (62.50%). Item 5 fell short 
by fourteen percent (13.97%), item 10 by one percent (1.19%), item 16 by fifteen 
percent (14.87%), and item 19 by twenty one percent (21.42%). 
 









Item 3 Item 4 Item 6 Item 7
Chart 4 
Average mean score of SAPS station commanders' responses on the 









Item 3 Item 4 Item 6 Item 7 Item 8 Item 9
Chart 5 
Average mean score of SAPS station commanders' responses on the 





The mean score and mean score percentage data analysis on the individual items of the 
19-item SAPS fuel and oil perception questionnaire, as displayed in Table 10 and Chart 
6 indicate that one (1) of the eight (8) perception scale items (12.50%) attained the 
comprehensive mean score of twenty (20), and mean score percentage of sixty two and 
a half percent (62.50%). Item 3 was unsuccessful by fifteen percent (15.08%), item 4 
by sixteen percent (15.5%), item 6 by two percent (01.57%), item 8 by nine percent 
(08.88%), item 9 by thirteen percent (13.06%), item 17 by four percent (03.94%), and 











Item 3 Item 4 Item 6 Item 7 Item 8 Item 9 Item 17 Item 18
Chart 6 
Average mean score of SAPS station commanders' responses on the 






Overall mean scores and mean score percentage summary of SAPS station commanders responses to the three (3) scales 
of the ‘19-item self-report SAPS vehicle fuel and oil perception questionnaire’ 
Scale General vehicle fuel and oil 
effectiveness and efficiency 
management knowledge of SAPS 
station commanders 
Management feedback from 
SAPS station commanders with 
regards to vehicle fuel and oil 
efficiency behaviour of SAPS 
officials under their control 
Perceptions of SAPS station 
commanders with regards to the 
attitudes of SAPS officials 
towards vehicle fuel and oil 
effectiveness and efficiency in 
the SAPS 
Raw score 5919 4905 6374 
Mean score 16.47 (03.29) 13.66 (02.28) 17.75 (02.21) 
Mean score % 82.43 56.9 55.48 
Note. ‘%’ indicates ‘percentage’.  
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Table 11 designates generally, that SAPS station commanders’ responses to the 19-item 
SAPS vehicle fuel and oil questionnaire realised the cut-off mean score (16) and mean 
score percentage (80%) on the general vehicle fuel and oil knowledge scale. However, 
SAPS station commanders’ responses to the 19-item SAPS vehicle fuel and oil 
questionnaire did not meet the cut-off mean score and mean score percentage for the 
behaviour-management scale (15 and 62.50%) and the perception scale (20 and 
62.50%). Thus overall, SAPS station commanders have indicators evincing general 
knowledge about vehicle fuel and oil management, and reason that SAPS officials have 
negative attitudes about their responsibility to use vehicle fuel and oil effectively and 
efficiently in the SAPS, as reflected in the reckless and negligent behaviour of SAPS 
officials under their control.    
 
In summary, the current study data analyses of SAPS station commanders’ perceptions 
of vehicle fuel and oil management in the SAPS indicates that a representative sample 
of all station commanders in the SAPS, at the time of conducting the study, were 
knowledgeable that a lot more money would be saved in the SAPS, if police officials 
would fill state vehicles with fuel before a fuel price hike took effect (85.30%), and if 
police vehicles would be scrutinized and serviced frequently (including tyres and tyre 
pressure) as prescribed in their respective maintenance booklets. However, this does not 
occur in reality. Almost half of SAPS station commanders indicated that police officials 
do not fill-up their state vehicles afore a national fuel price escalation takes effect, nor 
do they unremittingly service government vehicles as obligatory. Furthermore, police 
officials aren’t watchful not to leave state vehicles in the sun so as to counteract loss of 
fuel; nor do they know the fuel consumption per one hundred kilometer (100km) of 
government means of transport they control, or meaningfully consider public vehicle 
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fuel consumption (for conservation purposes), whilst plotting routes. Almost two-thirds 
of SAPS station commanders flagged that police officials are cognisant that proper 
management of police vehicles in terms of fluctuating fuel prices, by each and every 
police official, can save money, but that police officials do not meaningfully care. 
According to SAPS station commanders, most police officials treat their privately 
owned vehicles with more respect and appreciation than the government vehicles they 
are responsible for. Furthermore, almost 60% of SAPS station commanders postulated 
that police officials do not consider it imperative to manage fuel consumption of police 
vehicles. More specifically, SAPS police officials do believe it is important to know by 
how much the fuel price has increased and decreased, but don’t grade the significance 
and consequences of monthly fuel utilisation of state vehicles, that they operate, and 
their respective privately owned vehicles, on equivalent footing. In other words, they 
reckon that police officials bother less apropos the quantity of fuel state vehicles guzzle 
as appose to the private vehicle/s they own. Almost two-thirds of SAPS station 
commanders revealed that police officials find it inconsequential to appreciate the 
scope of a police vehicles fuel tank nor guarding record of state vehicle 
petroleum/oil/gasoline expenditure. 
 
It would be meaningful to note that the data analysis established no statistically 
significant differences between the nineteen (19) items of the SAPS fuel and oil 
perception questionnaire and the biographical categorical independent variables of the 





5.4.2 SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE SERVICE (SAPS) STATION COMMANDERS’ 
POLICY KNOWLEDGE OF VEHICLE FUEL AND OIL MANAGEMENT IN 
THE SAPS 
 
As indicated in the research methodology chapter of this thesis, all the items of the 20-item 
knowledge test were designed with reference to the contents of the SAPS National Instruction 4 
of 2011 which relates to effective and efficient fuel and oil management, Standard Bank fuel 
card procedures, and other SAPS policies that guide effective and efficient management of fuel 
and oil in SAPS. The validity of the instrument was confirmed by an expert SAPS committee, 
chaired by the SAPS National Head of Vehicle Fleet Management, as per Annexure ‘C’. The 
answers to the 20-item SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management policy knowledge test are 
provided in Table 12. It is a requirement of all SAPS station commanders to have full and 
complete knowledge (100%) of the test content. 
 
Table 12 
Memorandum of answers to the 20-item SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management policy 
knowledge test 
1 All authorised drivers of state motor vehicles must be conversant with: 
 
 A Standing Force Order 3A of 1987 (National Instructions) 
B Standing Force Order (General) 3A of 1986 (National Instruction) 
C Standing Force Order (General) 3A of 1985 (National Instruction) 
D None of the above 
 
2 For a member of the South African Police Service (SAPS) to get authorisation 




 A Valid driver’s license 
B Valid learner’s license  
C Valid driver’s license and approval granted by the accounting officers as an 
authorised driver 
D A and B 
E None of the above 
 
3 The purpose of the official document kept in all the state vehicles is: 
 
 A To exercise control and to reflect a true record of the use of a South African 
Police Service (SAPS) vehicle  
B To exercise control and reflect a true record used for inspection purposes 
C To keep for audit purposes 
D A, B and C  
E None of the above 
 
4 The official document that needs to be kept in the state vehicle at all times is: 
 
 A The SAP 132(a) and (b) 
B The SAP 132(a) 
C SAP 132(b) 
D None of the above 
 





 A At the back of the SAP 132(a) 
B At the back of the SAP 132(b) 
C At the back of the SAP 132(a) and (b) 
D None of the above 
 
6 Whenever a driver receives and signs for a state vehicle it is important to: 
 
 A Check that the police vehicle is roadworthy  
B Check the tyres and the fuel level of the police vehicle 
C Check that the official document is completed correctly by the previous 
driver of the police vehicle 
D A, B and C 
 E None of the above 
 
7 On receiving a fuel slip from a fuel attendant, the South African Police Service 
(SAPS) member must act as follows:   
 
 A Sign the slip and leave it with the attendant to collect at the end of the month 
B It is not necessary to keep records of petrol transactions on the reverse side of 
the official document if the fuel slip/receipt is available 
C It is necessary to keep the original of the slip so that you can reflect it at the 
end of the month 




8 When signing  the official document, for the keys of a state vehicle , the 
respective member: 
 
 A Is not responsible for the vehicle’s petrol card 
B Is responsible for the vehicle’s petrol card 
C The petrol card is kept at the Community Safety Centre and is the 
commander’s responsibility 
D All of the above 
E None of the above 
 
9 It is the responsibility of each driver when receiving the fuel slip from the 
attendant to verify that: 
 
 A The kilometre reading, registration number and litre intake are correct before 
placing his/her signature on the petrol slip/receipt (Fuel Card Manual) 
B The litre intake and kilometre reading are correct before placing his/her 
signature on the petrol slip/receipt 
C The registration number and kilometre reading are correct before placing 
his/her signature on the petrol slip/receipt 
D All of the above 
E None of the above 
 




 A Their identity number and surname 
B Their persal and identity number 
C Their persal number and surname 
D None of the above 
E A and B 
 
11 A police official is entitled to travel with a state vehicle between his/her 
residence and place of work: 
 
 A Only if authority is granted by the Station Commander   
B No authority needed, because the state vehicle is the direct responsibility of 
the driver 
C None of the above 
D A and B 
E A police official is responsible for his/her own (private) transport between 
residence and place of work 
 
12 A member of the South African Police Service (SAPS) may transport his/her 
immediate family to their places of employment, diverting from their official 
rout:  
 
 A Only if authority is granted by the Station Commander or direct commander 
B Authority is granted by their direct commander 
C No authority is needed if not diverting from their official route 
D No member is permitted to convey any immediate family in a police vehicle 
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to his/her place of employment 
E A and B 
F None of the above 
 
13 In a normal situation all South African Police Service (SAPS) drivers are 
permitted to exceed speed limits, disobey road signs and ignore the rules and 
regulations of the Road Traffic Act, because: 
 
 A They are authorised by their Departmental Orders 
B They do not fall under the Laws of the Road Traffic Act 
C They do fall under the Laws of the Road Traffic Act and cannot disobey as in 
the above statement 
D None of the above 
 
14 The duties of weekly inspections on state vehicles and making inspection entries 
on the reverse side of the official document belong to: 
 
 A The immediate commander (direct line manager) 
B The Station Commander 
C The driver of the vehicle 
D A, B and C 
E None of the above 
 
15 In the column at the back of the official document for the fuel and engine oil, the 




 A The date and quantity of fuel received 
B The quantity of fuel received 
C The date, origin of receipt and quantity of fuel 
D All of the above 
E None of the above 
 
16 The fuel card was introduced into the South African Police Service (SAPS) to: 
 
 A Minimise corruption      
B To raise efficiency of administration 
C Raise efficiency of administration and to decrease the burden of fuel 
administration 
D None of the above 
E B and C 
 
17 WestBank, the contractor, will supply a monthly statement for each state vehicle.  
This can be used by the commanders as follows: 
 
 A To determine where the member has travelled with the vehicle 
B The statement will show how much fuel was supplied to the vehicle 
C It will show how much fuel was supplied and what the fuel consumption was 
D All of the above 




18 After a state vehicle has been given fuel and oil by the supplier, the driver will be 
in possession of a speed point slip or a sales voucher. These slips serves as: 
 
 A Proof of transaction   
B Proof of transaction and must be used as source document 
C Proof of transaction, must be used as source document to certify fuel and oil 
consumption at the end of the month 
D A and B 
E None of the above 
F All of the above 
 
19 The entries of all fuel and oil transactions that are recorded at the back of the 
official document by the South African Police Service (SAPS) member every 
time he/she put fuel in a state vehicle must be: 
 
 A Compared with the speed point slips 
B Handed in at Logistics  
C Compared with the speed point slips and sales vouchers on hand 
D A and B 
E None of the above 
F All of the above 
 
20 All transactions regarding fuel must be: 
 
 A Certified as correct daily 
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B Certified as correct or incorrect weekly 
C Certified as correct or incorrect monthly 
D None of the above 
Note. Correct answer is highlighted in ‘italics’.  
     
When interpreting the knowledge test one must keep in mind that the knowledge test 
measures memory and not the actual performance of SAPS station commissioners in 
terms of the effective and efficient implementation of SAPS fuel and oil management 
policies and procedures. The frequency distribution of SAPS station commanders’ 
responses to the 20-item SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management policy knowledge test 





Frequency summary of SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management policy knowledge test results 
Test questions Correct Incorrect 
 N % N % 
1 All authorised drivers of state motor vehicles must be conversant with: 
 
 A Standing Force Order 3A of 1987 (National Instructions) 103 29.50% 246 70.50% 
B Standing Force Order (General) 3A of 1986 (National 
Instruction) 
C Standing Force Order (General) 3A of 1985 (National 
Instruction) 
D None of the above 
 
2 For a member of the South African Police Service (SAPS) to get authorisation for driving a state motor vehicle 




 A Valid driver’s license 72 20.20% 285 79.80% 
B Valid learner’s license  
C Valid driver’s license and approval granted by the accounting 
officers as an authorised driver 
D A and B 
E None of the above 
 
3 The purpose of the official document kept in all the state vehicles is: 
 
 A To exercise control and to reflect a true record of the use of a 
South African Police Service (SAPS) vehicle  
84 23.50% 273 76.50% 
B To exercise control and reflect a true record used for 
inspection purposes 
C To keep for audit purposes 
D A, B and C  




4 The official document that needs to be kept in the state vehicle at all times is: 
 
 A The SAP 132(a) and (b) 300 83.80% 58 16.20% 
B The SAP 132(a) 
C SAP 132(b) 
D None of the above 
 
5 Each time the fuel tank of the state vehicle is filled, the transaction must be recorded:  
 
 A At the back of the SAP 132(a) 324 90.30% 35 09.70% 
B At the back of the SAP 132(b) 
C At the back of the SAP 132(a) and (b) 
D None of the above 
 




 A Check that the police vehicle is roadworthy  322 89.70% 37 10.30% 
B Check the tyres and the fuel level of the police vehicle 
C Check that the official document is completed correctly by 
the previous driver of the police vehicle 
D A, B and C 
 E None of the above 
 
7 On receiving a fuel slip from a fuel attendant, the South African Police Service (SAPS) member must act as follows:   
 
 A Sign the slip and leave it with the attendant to collect at the 
end of the month 
323 90.00% 35 09.80% 
B It is not necessary to keep records of petrol transactions on 
the reverse side of the official document if the fuel 
slip/receipt is available 
C It is necessary to keep the original of the slip so that you can 
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reflect it at the end of the month 
D None of the above 
 
8 When signing  the official document, for the keys of a state vehicle , the respective member: 
 
 A Is not responsible for the vehicle’s petrol card 281 78.30% 75 21.10% 
B Is responsible for the vehicle’s petrol card 
C The petrol card is kept at the Community Safety Centre and is 
the commander’s responsibility 
D All of the above 
E None of the above 
 
9 It is the responsibility of each driver when receiving the fuel slip from the attendant to verify that: 
 
 A The kilometre reading, registration number and litre intake are 
correct before placing his/her signature on the petrol 
159 44.30% 199 55.60% 
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slip/receipt (Fuel Card Manual) 
B The litre intake and kilometre reading are correct before 
placing his/her signature on the petrol slip/receipt 
C The registration number and kilometre reading are correct 
before placing his/her signature on the petrol slip/receipt 
D All of the above 
E None of the above 
 
10 When signing a fuel slip/receipt, the member must include: 
 
 A Their identity number and surname 18 05.00% 338 94.20% 
B Their persal and identity number 
C Their persal number and surname 
D None of the above 




11 A police official is entitled to travel with a state vehicle between his/her residence and place of work: 
 
 A Only if authority is granted by the Station Commander   144 40.10% 213 59.30% 
B No authority needed, because the state vehicle is the direct 
responsibility of the driver 
C None of the above 
D A and B 
E A police official is responsible for his/her own (private) 
transport between residence and place of work 
 
12 A member of the South African Police Service (SAPS) may transport his/her immediate family to their places of 
employment, diverting from their official rout: 
 
 A Only if authority is granted by the Station Commander or 
direct commander 
69 19.20% 290 80.80% 
B Authority is granted by their direct commander 
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C No authority is needed if not diverting from their official route 
D No member is permitted to convey any immediate family in a 
police vehicle to his/her place of employment 
E A and B 
F None of the above 
 
13 In a normal situation all South African Police Service (SAPS) drivers are permitted to exceed speed limits, disobey 
road signs and ignore the rules and regulations of the Road Traffic Act, because: 
 
 A They are authorised by their Departmental Orders 127 35.40% 231 64.50% 
B They do not fall under the Laws of the Road Traffic Act 
C They do fall under the Laws of the Road Traffic Act and 
cannot disobey as in the above statement 
D None of the above 
 
14 The duties of weekly inspections on state vehicles and making inspection entries on the reverse side of the official 
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document belong to: 
 
 A The immediate commander (direct line manager) 104 29.20% 252 70.80% 
B The Station Commander 
C The driver of the vehicle 
D A, B and C 
E None of the above 
 
15 In the column at the back of the official document for the fuel and engine oil, the following must be recorded: 
 
 A The date and quantity of fuel received 164 46.10% 192 53.90% 
B The quantity of fuel received 
C The date, origin of receipt and quantity of fuel 
D All of the above 




16 The fuel card was introduced into the South African Police Service (SAPS) to: 
 
 A Minimise corruption      118 33.10% 238 66.90% 
B To raise efficiency of administration 
C Raise efficiency of administration and to decrease the burden 
of fuel administration 
D None of the above 
E B and C 
 
17 WestBank, the contractor, will supply a monthly statement for each state vehicle.  This can be used by the 
commanders as follows: 
 
 A To determine where the member has travelled with the vehicle 142 39.90% 214 60.10% 
B The statement will show how much fuel was supplied to the 
vehicle 




D All of the above 
E None of the above 
 
18 After a state vehicle has been given fuel and oil by the supplier, the driver will be in possession of a speed point slip 
or a sales voucher. These slips serves as: 
 
 A Proof of transaction   233 65.10% 125 34.90% 
B Proof of transaction and must be used as source document 
C Proof of transaction, must be used as source document to 
certify fuel and oil consumption at the end of the month 
D A and B 
E None of the above 
F All of the above 
 






Police Service (SAPS) member every time he/she put fuel in a state vehicle must be: 
 
 A Compared with the speed point slips 75 21.10% 281 78.90% 
B Handed in at Logistics  
C Compared with the speed point slips and sales vouchers on 
hand 
D A and B 
E None of the above 
F All of the above 
 
20 All transactions regarding fuel must be: 
 
 A Certified as correct daily 255 71.00% 104 29.00% 
B Certified as correct or incorrect weekly 
C Certified as correct or incorrect monthly 
Note. Correct answer is highlighted in ‘italics’. 
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Table 13 signifies that the required score of one hundred percent (100%) was not 
attained, as required of SAPS station commanders by SAPS top management. In fact, a 
full score (100%) was not attained in respect of any of the questions on the 20-item 
SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management policy test, or even half (50%) on fourteen (14 




On average, each SAPS station commander accomplished fourty eight percent 
(47.70%) as a cumulative result to the 20-item SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management 
policy knowledge test. In other words, at the time of conducting the study, less than 
half (50%) of SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management policy was known/recalled 
through memory and/or experience by a representative sample of all station 
commanders in the SAPS. The highest score realised on an item was ninety percent 
(90.30%) (question 5), and the lowest score on an item was five percent (05.00%) 





































































































































Summary of SAPS station commanders' responses to the 20-item 






More specifically the data analysis of the 20-item SAPS vehicle fuel and oil 
management policy test results disclose that more than half of SAPS station 
commanders did not know/remember that it is each state vehicle driver’s responsibility to 
verify the correctness of the kilometre reading, vehicle registration number and litre intake 
before placing his/her signature on the petrol slip/receipt when receiving such slip/receipt 
from the petrol attendant. Seventy percent (70%) of SAPS station commanders did not 
know/remember that no member of the SAPS is allowed to transport his/her immediate 
family to their places of employment. Almost two-thirds (2/3s) of the SAPS station 
commanders did not know/remember most of the information that must be completed on 
the back page of an official SAPS fuel and oil management document. More than half of 
the SAPS station commanders did not know/remember that the SAPS fuel card was 
implemented to improve fuel administrative efficiency. Almost 90% of SAPS station 
commanders did not know/remember that fuel and oil usage entries on official SAPS 
documents had to be compared with SAPS fuel card speed point slips. 
 
Chart 8 
The proportion of SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management police 






5.5 CONCLUSION  
  
This marks the end of the data analysis chapter in which the responses, of a 
representative sample of all SAPS station commanders to a 19-item SAPS vehicle fuel 
and oil perception questionnaire, and 20-item SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management 
policy knowledge test, were analysed. In the next and penultimate chapter of this thesis, 











At the outset of this thesis it was stated that the primary objective of the research 
project was to contribute new knowledge towards the New Public Management (NPM) 
theoretical framework by answering four (4) specific research questions and two (2) 
hypotheses. The final chapter of this thesis discusses the findings of the study, and 
concludes with recommendations based on the said findings. 
 
6.2 ANSWERING THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES 
 
The critical question regarding the measurement of the study constructs was whether 
each item was valid on its face as a measure of a dimension of the constructs. A 
challenge for operationalising the constructs is their amorphous nature, as the 
constructs are multi-dimensional, and due to the explorative nature of the study, 
literature does not clearly indicate how each item relates. Although a myriad of other 
items could have been employed to measure SAPS station commanders perceptions of 
fuel and oil management in the SAPS, this should not be taken, in and of itself, as a 




Research question 1: What are the general vehicle fuel and oil management 
knowledge of a representative sample of all station 
commanders in the SAPS? 
 
The study found that a representative sample of all SAPS station commanders do have 
adequate general knowledge concerning vehicle fuel and oil management. More 
specifically, SAPS station commanders recognised that filling a vehicle before a 
national petroleum fuel price hike took effect would save costs. SAPS station 
commanders acknowledged that inspecting and servicing a vehicle regularly and on 
time as prescribed by the vehicles maintenance booklet, is an absolute necessity for the 
vehicles fuel-efficiency. SAPS station commanders furthermore expressed that a 
vehicles tyres and tyre pressure have an impact on the fuel efficiency of any particular 
vehicle.  
 
Research question 2: What are the thoughts of SAPS station commanders concerning 
the behaviour of SAPS officials under their control with regards 
to effective and efficient SAPS vehicle fuel and oil usage?   
 
A representative sample of all SAPS station commanders in the SAPS revealed that 
SAPS officials under their direct control do not show, on average, effective and 
efficient behaviour with regards to vehicle fuel and oil usage in the SAPS. More 
specifically, SAPS officials do not fill-up their state vehicles afore a national fuel price 
escalation takes effect, nor do they unremittingly service government vehicles as 
obligatory. Furthermore, police officials aren’t watchful not to leave state vehicles in 
the sun so as to counteract loss of fuel; nor do they know the fuel consumption per one 
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hundred kilometer (100km) of government means of transport they control, or 
meaningfully consider public vehicle fuel consumption (for conservation purposes), 
whilst plotting routes.    
 
Research question 3: What attitudes do SAPS officials have towards effective and 
efficient SAPS vehicle fuel and oil usage according to a 
representative sample of all station commanders in the SAPS? 
 
According to the representative sample of station commanders in the SAPS, police 
officials have a negative attitude towards effective and efficient vehicle fuel and oil 
usage in the SAPS. The commanders stated that SAPS officials are cognisant that 
proper management of police vehicles in terms of fluctuating fuel prices, by each and 
every police official, can save money, but that police officials do not meaningfully care. 
That police officials treat their privately owned vehicles with more respect and 
appreciation than the government vehicles they are responsible for. Furthermore, that 
police officials do not consider it imperative to manage fuel consumption of police 
vehicles. More specifically, SAPS police officials do believe it is important to know by 
how much the fuel price has increased and decreased, but don’t grade the significance 
and consequences of monthly fuel utilisation of state vehicles, that they operate, and 
their respective privately owned vehicles, on equivalent footing. In other words, they 
reckon that police officials bother less about the quantity of fuel state vehicles use as 
appose to the private vehicle/s they own. SAPS station commanders believe that police 
officials find it inconsequential to appreciate the scope of police vehicles fuel tank nor 




Research question 4: What are the specific SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management 
policy knowledge of a representative sample of all station 
commanders in the SAPS?  
 
Even though SAPS station commanders are obliged to know the full extent of SAPS 
vehicle fuel and oil management policy,  the study found that on average, SAPS station 
commanders do not know half of SAPS policy relevant to effective and efficient 
vehicle fuel and oil management in the SAPS. More specifically the data analysis of the 
20-item SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management policy test results disclosed that more 
than half of SAPS station commanders did not know/remember that it is each state 
vehicle driver’s responsibility to verify the correctness of the kilometre reading, vehicle 
registration number and litre intake before placing his/her signature on the petrol 
slip/receipt when receiving such slip/receipt from the petrol attendant. Seventy percent 
(70%) of SAPS station commanders did not know/remember that no member of the SAPS 
is allowed to transport his/her immediate family to their places of employment. Almost 
two-thirds (2/3s) of the SAPS station commanders did not know/remember most of the 
information that must be completed on the back page of an official SAPS fuel and oil 
management document. More than half of the SAPS station commanders did not 
know/remember that the SAPS fuel card was implemented to improve fuel 
administrative efficiency. Almost 90% of SAPS station commanders did not 
know/remember that fuel and oil usage entries on official SAPS documents had to be 







Hypothesis 1: A representative sample of all SAPS station commanders do not have 
adequate SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management policy knowledge as to 
manage fuel usage in the SAPS effectively and efficiently. 
 
Based on the study data analysis, hypothesis 1 is hereby confirmed, as the 
representative sample of SAPS station commanders did not meet the 100% SAPS 
vehicle fuel and oil management policy knowledge criteria required by SAPS top 
management. In fact, the study sample was incorrect on fourteen (14) of the twenty (20) 
questions asked on the SAPS vehicle fuel and oil management policy knowledge test. 
 
Hypothesis 2: A representative sample of all SAPS station commanders perceive that 
police officials manage their private vehicles different compared to their 
state vehicles.  
 
Hypothesis 2 can also be confirmed as the responses of a representative sample of 
SAPS station commanders on the 19-item SAPS vehicle fuel and oil perception 
questionnaire indicated that SAPS officials treat their privately owned vehicles with 
more respect and appreciation than the government vehicles they are responsible for. 
 
6.3 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS   
 
The results of the current study makes for a ‘nasty cocktail’ – as not only do SAPS 
station commanders not adequately know SAPS policies in terms of vehicle fuel and oil 
management, but police officials do not find it important to manage fuel and oil 
effectively and efficiently. Thus it is argued that SAPS fuel and oil budget over-
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expenditure will continue unabated unless SAPS station commanders are held 
responsible and accountable for the fuel and oil management in their respective station 
jurisdictions (legislation, policy, strategy, and structure), and a more caring attitude 
towards state assets be inculcated into the police subculture through training and 
performance measurement (culture). In other words, all police officials should have an 
understanding or believe that state vehicle caring is no different from caring for the 
vehicle/s that they privately own. This requires an attitudinal paradigm shift with a keen 
sense of ownership, pride, and familia. We work hard for what we have, understand the 
value of such, and as a consequence will look after it.      
 
The current study findings contribute meaningfully to the New Public Management 
(NPM) theoretical framework (new knowledge) by providing adequate information for 
a comparative national police vehicle fleet fuel usage system, which is a world first. It 
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This questionnaire is divided into two sections, namely: 
 
 
A. Biographical information 
 
B. Questions on perceptions, attitudes and behaviour of South African 
Police members towards fuel and oil management in the South African 












I,   __________________________________________,   hereby stipulate that I am 
a voluntary participant in this study on Fuel and Oil Management in the South 






























All information provided by participants in this questionnaire is strictly 
confidential.  At no time shall this information be used for a purpose 











Surname  ______________________________ 
   
First name  ______________________________ 
   
Second name  ______________________________ 
   
Age  ______________________________ 
   
Gender  ______________________________ 
   
Race  ______________________________ 
   
Rank  ______________________________ 
   




   




















INSTRUCTIONS – QUESTIONS 
 
 
There are nineteen (19) questions.   
 
Each question has five options, namely: 
 
Strongly 
disagree Disagree Agree 
Strongly 
agree 
I do not have 
an opinion 
 




disagree Disagree Agree 
Strongly 
agree 
I do not have 
an opinion 
 
If you wish to change an answer, please mark it clearly with a double 
cross and insert your new answer with a single cross, for example: 
 
Strongly 
disagree Disagree Agree 
Strongly 
agree 









When answering the questions please remember the following: 
 
 
1. Answer every question. 
 
2. Do not spend too much time considering your answers.  The 
information given in a question may not be as comprehensive as 
you would wish, but answer as best you can. 
 
3. Try to avoid the last option - “I do not have an opinion” - 
whenever possible. 
 
4. Be as honest and truthful as you can.  Don’t give an answer just 






















SECTION B :  QUESTIONS 
 
 
1. Most police officers deliberately fill up their state vehicles before 

















2. A lot more money would be saved compared to what is currently 
the case, if police officers filled state vehicles with fuel before a 
















3. Police officers believe that it is more important to know how 
many times they fill the tank of their private vehicles every 
















4. Police officers believe that it is more important to keep record of 
how much money they spend on fuel for their private vehicles 
















5. Most police officers know the fuel consumption per 100km of the 
















6. Most police officers believe that it is important when planning 
their route to know how far their state vehicles can travel on a 



















7. Most police officers believe that it is important to know the 
















8. Most police officers believe that it is important to manage a          
















9. Most police officers believe that it is important to know the price 
of fuel per liter at all times so as to save money, but do not 
















10. Police officers always service state vehicles as required by the 
















11. If a vehicle is serviced regularly and on time as prescribed in its 
maintenance booklet, the vehicle will be more fuel-efficient 
















12. It is important to inspect a vehicle on a regular basis so as to 

















13. The condition of a vehicle’s tyres does not have an impact on         


































15. Most police officers fill up their state vehicles every time they 
















16. Most police officers take care not to park state vehicles in the 
















17. Most police officers believe that it is not important to know by 
















18. Most police officers believe that it is not important to know by 
















19. Most police officers treat state vehicles the same way they treat 




















































RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE:  KNOWLEDGE TEST 
 
 
This questionnaire is divided into two sections, namely: 
 
 
A. Biographical information 
 
B. Questions on the knowledge of South African Police members regarding fuel and oil 












I,   __________________________________________,   hereby stipulate that I am a voluntary 






























CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE  
 
All information provided by participants in this questionnaire is strictly 
confidential.  At no time shall this information be used for a purpose 











Surname  ______________________________ 
   
First name  ______________________________ 
   
Second name  ______________________________ 
   
Age  ______________________________ 
   
Gender  ______________________________ 
   
Race  ______________________________ 
   
Rank  ______________________________ 
   




   



















INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING SECTION B 
 
 




In order to get a driver’s license you need to: 
 
o Own a vehicle 
o Fill up the fuel tank of your vehicle 
o Take the vehicle for a roadworthy test 
o Pass a driver’s license test 
 
Choose amongst the possible answers by indicating your choice with a cross.  For 
example: 
 
In order to get a driver’s license you need to: 
 
o Own a vehicle 
o Fill up the fuel tank of your vehicle 
o Take the vehicle for a roadworthy test 
o Pass a driver’s license test 
 
 
If you wish to change an answer, please mark it clearly with a double cross and insert your 
new answer with a single cross, for example. 
 
In order to renew your driver’s license, you need to: 
 
o Make a booking for a driver’s license test 
o First pass the learner’s license test again 
o Contact Home Affairs 
o Renew the license at the Licensing Department 
 
 
There is a time limit of 30 (thirty) minutes on this questionnaire 
 
When answering the questions please remember the following: 
 
1.  Make sure you answer every question. 
 











SECTION B:  QUESTIONS 
 
1. All authorised drivers of state motor vehicles must be conversant with: 
 
o A: Standing Force Order 3A of 1987 (National Instructions) 
o B: Standing Force Order (General) 3A of 1986 (National Instruction) 
o C: Standing Force Order (General) 3A of 1985 (National Instruction) 
o D: None of the above 
 
 
2. For a member of the South African Police Service to get authorisation for driving a 
state motor vehicle he/she needs the following official document: 
 
o A: Valid driver’s licence 
o B: Valid learner’s licence  
o C: Valid driver’s licence and approval granted by the accounting 
          officers as an authorised driver. 
o D: A and B 
o E: None of the above 
 
 
3. The purpose of the official document kept in all the state vehicles is: 
 
o A: To exercise control and to reflect a true record of the use of a South 
          African Police Service vehicle  
o B: To exercise control and reflect a true record used for inspection 
          purposes 
o C: To keep for audit purposes 
o D: A, B and C  
o E: None of the above 
 
 
4. The official document that needs to be kept in the state vehicle at all times is: 
 
o A: The SAP 132(a) and (b) 
o B: The SAP 132(a) 
o C: The SAP 132(b) 





5. Each time the fuel tank of the state vehicle is filled, the transaction must be 
recorded:   
 
o A: At the back of the SAP 132(a) 
o B: At the back of the SAP 132(b) 
o C: At the back of the SAP 132(a) and (b) 
o D: None of the above 
 
 
6. Whenever a driver receives and signs for a state vehicle it is important to: 
 
o A: Check that the police vehicle is roadworthy  
o B: Check the tyres and the fuel level of the police vehicle 
o C: Check that the official document is completed correctly by the 
          previous driver of the police vehicle 
o D: A, B and C 
o E: None of the above  
 
 
7. On receiving a fuel slip from a fuel attendant, the member must act as follows:   
 
o A: Sign the slip and leave it with the attendant to collect at the end of 
          the month 
o B: It is not necessary to keep records of petrol transactions on the 
          reverse side of the official document if the fuel slip/receipt is 
          available  
o D: It is necessary to keep the original of the slip so that you can reflect 
          it at the end of the month 


















8. When signing  the official document, for the keys of a state vehicle , the respective 
member: 
 
o A: Is not responsible for the vehicle’s petrol card 
o B: Is responsible for the vehicle’s petrol card 
o C: The petrol card is kept at the Community Safety Centre and is the 
          Commander’s responsibility 
o D:  All of the above 
o E: None of the above 
 
 
9. It is the responsibility of each driver when receiving the fuel slip from the attendant 
to verify that: 
 
o A: The kilometre reading, registration number and litre intake are 
          correct before placing his/her signature on the petrol slip/receipt 
          (Fuel Card Manual). 
o B: The litre intake and kilometre reading are correct before placing 
          his/her signature on the petrol slip/receipt. 
o C: The registration number and kilometre reading are correct before 
          placing his/her signature on the petrol slip/receipt 
o D: All of the above 
o E: None of the above 
 
 
10. When signing a fuel slip/receipt, the member must include: 
 
o A: Their identity number and surname 
o B: Their persal and identity number 
o C: Their persal number and surname 
o D: None of the above 









11. A police official is entitled to travel with a state vehicle between his/her residence 
and place of work: 
 
o A: Only if authority is granted by the Station Commissioner  
o B: No authority needed, because the state vehicle is the direct 
          responsibility of the driver 
o C: None of the above 
o D: A and B 
o E: A police official is responsible for his/her own transport between 
          residence and place of work 
 
 
12.  A member of the South African Police Service may transport 
         his/her immediate family to their places of employment, 
         diverting from their official rout: 
       
o A: Only if authority is granted by the Station Commissioner or direct 
          Commander 
o B: Authority is granted by their direct commander 
o C: No authority is needed if not diverting from their official route 
o D: No member is permitted to convey any immediate family in a police 
          vehicle to his/her place of employment 
o E: A and B 
o F: None of the above 
 
 
13. In a normal situation all South African Police Service drivers        are permitted to 
exceed speed limits, disobey road signs and        ignore the rules and regulations 
of the Road Traffic Act because: 
 
o A: They are authorised by their Departmental Orders 
o B: They do not fall under the Laws of the Road Traffic Act 
o C: They do fall under the Laws of the Road Traffic Act and cannot 
          disobey as in the above statement 






14. The duties of weekly inspections on state vehicles and making inspection entries 
on the reverse side of the official document belong to: 
 
o A: The Immediate Commander 
o B: The Station Commissioner 
o C: The driver of the vehicle 
o D: A, B and C 
o E: None of the above 
 
 
15. In the column at the back of the official document for the fuel and engine oil, the 
following must be recorded: 
 
o The date and quantity of fuel received 
o The quantity of fuel received 
o The date, origin of receipt and quantity of fuel 
o All of the above 
o None of the above 
 
 
16. The fuel card was introduced into the SAPS to:                                                                       
 
o A: Minimise corruption      
o B: To raise efficiency of administration 
o C: Raise efficiency of administration and to decrease the burden of fuel 
          administration 
o D: None of the above 











17. WestBank, the contractor, will supply a monthly statement for each state vehicle.  
This can be used by the commanders as follows: 
 
o A: To determine where the member has travelled with the vehicle 
o B: The statement will show how much fuel was supplied to the vehicle 
o C: It will show how much fuel was supplied and what the fuel 
          consumption was 
o D: All of the above 
o E: None of the above 
 
18. After a state vehicle has been given fuel and oil by the supplier, the driver will be in 
possession of a speed point slip or a sales voucher.  These slips serves as: 
 
o A: Proof of transaction   
o B: Proof of transaction and must be used as source document 
o C: Proof of transaction, must be used as source document to certify 
          fuel and oil consumption at the end of the month 
o D: A and B 
o E: None of the above 
o F: All of the above 
 
 
19. The entries of all fuel and oil transactions that are recorded at the back of the 
official document by the member every time he/she put fuel in a state vehicle must 
be: 
 
o A: Compared with the speed point slips 
o B: Handed in at Logistics  
o C: Compared with the speed point slips and sales vouchers on hand 
o D: A and B 
o E: None of the above 









20. All transactions regarding fuel must be: 
 
o A: Certified as correct daily 
o B: Certified as correct or incorrect weekly 
o C: Certified as correct or incorrect monthly 


























































DESCRIPTION SD AG A AV AUT B BU EV EMV F 4W H JS LCV MB MPV PV RW SUV T TR 2W 
Grand 
Total 
SD = Store description; AG = Agriculture; A = Airplane;  AM = Armored vehicles; AUT = Automobiles; B = Boats; BU = Busses; EV = Electric vehicles; EMV = Emergency vehicle; F = Forklift; 4W = Four wheelers; H = Helicopter; LCV = Light commercial 
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My name is KF Husselmann (212562511). I am a PhD candidate studying at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, 
Howard College / Pietermaritzburg Campus. The title of the research is: “Policy knowledge and 
bureaucratic management perceptions towards effective and efficient fuel usage in the South 
Africa Police Services”.  The aim of the study is to is to contribute to the New Public Management 
(NPM) theory by exploring, describing and analysing the effective and efficient management 
(perceptions, attitudes and behaviours) of fuel by a representative sample of all station 
commissioners in the SAPS. It is envisaged that the results could culminate into a model of 
excellence. 
I am interested in interviewing you so as to share your experiences and observations on the subject 
matter. 
 
Please note that: 
 
• The information that you provide will be used for scholarly research only. 
• Your participation is entirely voluntary. You have a choice to participate, not to participate or 
stop participating in the research. You will not be penalized for taking such an action. 
• Your views in this interview will be presented anonymously. Neither your name nor identity will 
be disclosed in any form in the study. 
• The interview will take about one hour. 
• The record as well as other items associated with the interview will be held in a password-
protected file accessible only to myself and my supervisors. After a period of 5 years, in line 
with the rules of the university, it will be disposed by shredding and burning. 
• If you agree to participate please sign the declaration attached to this statement (a separate 
sheet will be provided for signatures) 
 
I can be contacted at: School of Applied Human Sciences, University of KwaZulu-Natal, Email: 
h u s s e l m a n n k f @ s a p s . g o v . z a ;   Cell: 0825512037;  
 
My supervisor is Dr Steyn who is located at the School of Applied Human Sciences, Pietermaritzburg / 
Howard College Campus of the University of KwaZulu-Natal. Contact details: email Steynj@ukzn.ac.za  
Phone number: 0747959961 
 
My co-supervisor is Prof R Teer - Tomaselli who is located at the School of Social Sciences, Howard 
College Campus of the University of KwaZulu-Natal. 
 
The Humanities and Social Sciences Research Ethics Committee contact details are as follows: Ms 
Phumelele Ximba, University of KwaZulu-Natal, Research Office, Email:  ximbap@ukzn.ac.za,Phone 
number +27312603587. 
 








I…………………………………………………………………………(full names  of participant) hereby confirm that I 
understand the contents of this document and the nature of the research project, and I consent to 
participating in the research project. 
 
 
I understand that I am at liberty to withdraw from the project at any time, should I so desire. I 
understand the intention of the research. I hereby agree to participate. 
 




SIGNATURE OF PARTICIPANT                                        DATE 
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